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Abstract 
Traces of  program executions are a helpful source of infc~rmation for prograna debugging. 
They, however, give a picture of  program executions at such a low level that use,'; often have 
dil/,iculties to interpret he information. Opium, our extendable trace analyzer, is connected to 
a "s tandard"  Prolog tracer. Opium is programmable and extendable. It provides a trace query 
language and abstract views of  executions. Users can therefore xamine program executions at 
the levels of  abstraction which suit them. Opium has shown its capabil it ies to build abstract 
tracers and automated debugging t2",cilities. This article describes in depth the trace query 
mechanism, ,erona the model to its impternentat io~ Characterist ic examples are detailed. Ex- 
tensions written so lhr on top of the trace query mechat~ism are listed. Two recent-extensions 
are presented: the abstract racers fi~r the LO (Linear Objects) and the Ct tR  (Constraint Han- 
dling Rules) languages. These two extensions ,,','ere specified and implemented within a few 
days. They show how to use Opium for real applications. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. In t roduct ion  
Debugg ing  is a cost ly  process ,  and  automat ing  it wou ld  s igni f icant l~ reduce  the 
costs  o f  so f tware  product ion  and  maintenance .  However ,  it is unrea l i s t i c  to a im at  
fu l ly  automat ing  the task .  In  par t i cu la r ,  p rogrammers  have  to tozdetwtond rap id ly  
chang ing  s i tuat ions ,  examin ing  htrge  amounts  o f  dat'a. In the  cur rent  s tate  o f  the 
art ,  tak ing  the p lace  o f  p rogrammer 's  unders tand ing  is beyond the capab i l i t ies  o f  
computers .  Never the less ,  computers  can  s ign i f i cant ly  he lp  programmers  to select 
the  data  to be ana lyzed  [13]. 
The  data  used by  program ana lys i s  are  o f ten  rest r i c ted  to the source  code  o f  the 
ana lyzed  programs.  However ,  there  is a complementary  source  o f  in fo rmat ion .  
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namely t~'aces o f  program executions. Indeed, while debugging, programmers develop 
hypotheses about the errors they are seeking. These hypotheses are often related to 
program behaviors [21] and require a tracer to be verified. 
Tracers provide programmers with detailed information about step~ of  program 
execution. Users of tracers, although admitt ing that the tools provide useful infor- 
mation, often complain that they do not fulfill their needs. A step by step trace with 
all its details is too much information at too low a level of  abstraction. Users cannot 
permane~atly concentrate their attentic~a nd are, then, likely to overlook relevant 
pieces of information. Furthermore, as the relevant pieces of information are not 
contig,,ous, programmers cannot use their "'visual register of  sensory information'" 
([39], p. 69) which would allow them to perfo~ m pattern matching at low cost. A con- 
sequence of the low-level information provided by tracers is that their commands are 
not expressive nough; programmers cannot formulate what they want to verify in a 
precise enough way. Their short term memory is quickly overwhelmed by the sub- 
strategies which allow them to reach the objectives of  the main strategies. Hence 
tracers do no fulfill Shneiderman's recommendation: Since terminal users strive./br 
"':'losure'" in their work, interactions hould be d(fined in sections so completion can 
be attahled attd inJbrmation released ([37], p. 225). 
Tracers achieve an important job, namely they extract information about execu- 
tions. The problem is that this inforn~ation should, in general, not be shown in its 
" raw"  form to users. We propose to connect a trace analyzer to a tracer. This can 
solve the above-mentioned user interaction problems. 
Opium, our extendable trace analyzer for Prolog, provides a trace query model 
which ~s a solution to the ever growing command sets of  usu~d tracers. With four 
primitives plus Prolog, users can already specify more precise trace queries than with 
the hard coded comnmnds of usual tracers. Programmers can therefore specify pre- 
cisely the hypotheses they want to verify. Since the commands are selective, related 
pieces of information are contigt~,',us. Abstraction mechanisms allow users to exam- 
ine the executions at the levels of abstraction which suit them. 
An efficient synchronous trace querying scheme makes the model practical for 
trace analysis "on the fly". With this scheme, millions of  execution events can be an- 
alyzed with satisfactory response times. 
When trace analysis requires to also trace backwards, Opium handles a simple da- 
tabase which can be analyzed in a i, ratlsparent way from the user point of view. 
When storing and analyzing at the same time, thousands of execution events can 
be analyzed with satisfactory response times. This is sufficient o fine tune reasonable 
chunks of programs. 
The actual format of trace information depeods on the traced language (in this 
case Prolog), and so does the fine-grained esign of  the efficient synchronous scheme. 
However, the proposed model of  trace query depends only on the sequentiality of the 
execution, and the principles behind the design of the synchronous cheme do not 
depend on Prolog. 
Opium is implemented in Eclipse, ECRC's  Prolo~ system [30]. The prolapsed 
primitives have been used to develop high level debugging strategies. 
In the following, we describe the most importam mechanism of Opium: the trace 
query mechanism which allows debugging prograins to be written. We define trace 
events and their attributes. The efficient scheme l'or forward trace querying and its 
extension for backward querying are presented. The implementation is described 
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in some detail. Appendix A lists all the primitives implementing all the interfaces 
between the different modules. An example of debugging session using Opium is pre- 
sented. Two brief examples of  how to use Opium to trace a particular program at 
abstract level are given. The current automated ebugging extensions written in Opi- 
um are listed, and we detail two of them, two abstract racers for two logic program- 
ruing languages, LO (Linear Objects) [1 ] and CHR (Constraint Handl ing Rules) [20]. 
These two extensions were written within a few days, and they show how to use Opi- 
um for real applications. 
2. A trace query model 
In this section, we present he conceptual model underlying the trace query mech- 
anism of  Opium. 
Our trace query model as:;umes that the execution under examination is modeled 
into a trace which is a history of execution events. It also assumes that the history is 
fully available at any time. Trace queries search this history, both forward and back- 
ward, in chronological order. Note that we do not discuss here how to produce trace 
histories. Note also that the actual implementation does not  require a full history to 
be physically present, as discussed in Sections 4-6. 
An event is a structure which contains intbrmation about execution points (usu- 
ally called breakpoints). The actual breakpoints of  interest and the information con- 
tained in the structure both depend on the language being traced and on the 
potential applications of  the trace analyzer. 
However, the model described in the following does not depend on the actual 
breakpoints or of  their representation. It is only assumed that the information relat- 
ed to these breakpoints i structur~,'d and can be read by a program. How events are 
actually modeled in Opium is discussed in Section 3. 
Only four primitives are necessary to retrieve trace information from the trace 
history. They handle a pointer to the history: the cur rent  event  po i t i te r .  When the 
execution starts, the cur rent  evct~t po inter  is initialized to the first ex~'cution 
event. 
• cur rent (Event )  returns the trace information corresponding to the current event 
pointer. 
• next  moves the current event pointer one step forwards in the history. I f  the point- 
er was already on the last event, the primitive fails and the pointer remains there. 
• pre~ious  moves the current event pointer one step backwards in the history. If the 
pointer was already on the first event, the primitive fails and the pointer remains 
there. 
• repeat tM~rk)  is a variant o f the  usual repeat  Prolog primitive, it will repeat only 
until the current event pointer reaches the mark given in parameter. The possible 
marks are the end and the beginning of  the trace history (respectively called cot  
and hot ) .  The specification of the primitive is as follows: 
repeat  (Mark)  :- ( cur rent_event_po in ter_at  (Mark)  
->!  
; t rue  ). 
repeat  (Mark)  :- repeat  (Mark).  
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These primitives together with Prolcg make a powerful trace query language. 
In the following, we first show how the usual hard-coded tracing commands can 
be generalized by simple trace queries. We then show more sophisticated queries 
which, in general, are impossible to specify with usual tracers. The debugging session 
in Section 7 shows how the model is actually applied inside Opium. 
To describe the examples, we use the standard Prolog syntax. In particular, terms 
starting with an upper case letter are variables. 
The given queries are top-level goals, they can be typed in by users. However, any 
complex query can be abstracted by defining a new command: 
new command: -<complex  query>. 
2.1. Trac#tg the very next event 
The information related to the next event is retrieved and displayed, as follows: 
?~ next. current(Event), display(Event). 
Users can implement various d i sp lay  procedures dedicated to their application. 
For example, several procedures can be implemented to display a data structure at 
different levels of abstraction. Users can then decide "on the fly'" which one to use 
at a given moment. 
2.2. Exhaustive trace 
Providing an exhaustive trace is straightforward with the backtracking possibili- 
ties of  Prolog. The following goal can be read as "'repeatedly get and display the next 
event until the end o f  the trace history is reached." The request will, of  course, ulti- 
mately fail, but all the execution events will have been traced. 
?- xepeat(eot), next. current(Event), display(Event), fail. 
As the sequence repeat  (eot) , next,  cur rent  (Event) is often used, it is 
turned into a new predicate next / l  : 
next(Event):-zepeat(eot),  next. current(Event). 
2.3. Conditiona! breakpoints 
Breakpoints are the basis of traditional tracers. More sophisticated too!s provide 
their users with a set of possible conditions and actions attached to breakpoints. In 
our model, as we use predicates and we can access ~he trace data, any coaMition on 
tile retrieved event can be inserted between the retrieval and the display. The follow- 
in~ ~oal can be read as "'rel, eatedly get the next evems until one satisfies the cond i -  
t i ~n, and dispho, this Event". 
? next (EventL  condit ion(Event),  d ie ,  lay(Event). 
A condition can, of  course, check any aspect of the events. For example, a user in- 
terested in failures could type in: 
? next(Event), isa_fa i luze(Event) ,  display(Event). 
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Displaying is just one example o f  possible actions. A more general query is: 
? -next (Event ) ,  cond i t ion(Event ) ,  ac t ion(Event )  
where ac t ion  can be any predicate deal ing with the ~nformation contained in an 
event. For  example, a user may want to count the number  of  failures o f  an execution. 
He could type in: 
? -next (Event ) . i sa  fa i lu re (Event ) . count (Event ) . fa i l .  
Much can be achieved with the previous scheme: however, programmers  specify 
query according to what they currently see, in part icular  according to the current 
event. Therefore condit ions often refer to both the initial event (starting point of  
the search) and the retrieved event. In the fol lowing query, the initial event is re- 
trieved and used to check the further retrieved events. 
?- cur  r ent (Event  O) .next(Event) .  cond(Event  O. Event) .  
d i sp lay(Event ) .  
For  example,  a common tracing command,  often called sk ip ,  jumps  to the end of  
the execution o;" the current goal. A high-level specification of  it is: 
sk ip  :- 
cur rent (EventO)  , 
next  (Event )  , 
re la ted_ to_same_goa l  (EventO,Event )  , 
i sa  success  or  fa i lu re (Event )  , 
d i sp lay  (Event )  . 
Whenever  sk ip  is called, the current event is retrieved, then the next events are re- 
peatedly retrieved until one is related to the same goal as the initial event and it is 
related to either a success or a fai lure o f  the goal. The successful event is then dis- 
played. 
Note that once the user has typed in the whole query and has seen the first event 
which satisfies the condit ion, the next related event can be accessed by simply relying 
on Prolog backU-acking (typing "';'" at top-level). 
2.4. Ver i fy ing hypotheses  
As emphasized earlier, users develop hypotheses about  possible rrors. They want 
to verify these hypotheses. For  example, one may want to know whether a part icular 
behavior  occurs. In such a case it is not useful to display the related event(s), a simple 
yes /no  answer is sufficient. The fol lowing goal will check whether there is an event 
which satisfies a given condit ion: 
?- cur  z ent (Event  0), next (Event ) ,  c ond i t  ion(E vent  O. Event).  
i f  so, the tracer will be posit ioned on the first event after the current event which sat- 
isfies the condit ion, otherwise the goal will fail and the "'current event" pointer will 
be posit ioned on the last event. 
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2.5. Sets o f  events 
Prolog can be used in a natural  way to stop tracing where the user desires. For  
example,  the fol lowing goal can be read as "'repeatedly p'rint the Jbrthcoming events 
which fidfil l  the condition tmtil one o f  them fit~'lls the stop comlition (or the trace ts 
exhausted)". 
?- next (Event ) ,  cond i t  ion(Event  ). d i sp lay(Event ) .  
s top_at (Event ) .  
For  example,  if  we want to trace all successes unti l  we reach a success of  the current 
goal we could specify a query like: 
?-curren ' t (EO) .next (E) , i sa  success(E) .d i sp lay(E) .  
same_goa l (EO.  E). 
i f  the execution is f inished before the stop condit ion is satisfied the query s imply fails. 
One could take further advantage of  Prolog facilities to collect, for example,  a set 
of  events satisfyirtg a condit ion and analyze them afterwards: 
?- bagof  (E, (next  (E). cond  it ion(E )). Events) .  ana lyze(Event  s). 
2.6. Querying backward 
The prev ious  pr imit ive can be used in trace queries in the same way as it has 
been i l lustrated so far for the next  primitive. For  example,  the fol lowing goal can 
be read as "repeatedly get the previous ecents until one o/" them fidfills the comlition 
(or the beginnO~g o f  the trace is reached), i f  such an event is f inmd di, who'  it.'" 
?-- r epeat (bot ) ,p r  ev ious ,  cur  rent  (E). cond i t  ion(E), d i sp  £ ayiE). 
As  for next / l ,  the sequence repeat  (hot )  , p rev ious ,  cur rent  (Event )  is 
turned into a new predicate prev ious / l :  
p rev ious(Event )  : - i epeat (bot ) .p r  ev ious ,  cur  r ent(Event) .  
A specif ication of  a command which displays the event related to the call of  the 
current goal is: 
ca l l _event  :- 
cur rent (EO)  , 
( i sa_ent ry  (EO) 
-> d isp lay  (EO) 
; p rev ious(E)  , J sa_ent ry (E)  , same goa l (EO,E)  , d i£ :p lay(E)  
). ~ . 
I f  the current event is related to the call o f  the current goal ,  it is displayed. Else the 
trace history is re[~eatedly searched backwards  for the first event which is related to a 
call  and whose  goal  is the same as the goal  o f  the initial event. 
Quer ies can o f  course mix forward and backward  tracing in any way. 
3. 7v|odeling Pro log execut ions 
In this section we describe a possible specification o f  Prolog execution evel;ts. We 
do not discuss in this article how to produce them. This requires a lull article of  its 
own, some hints can be found in Ref. [16]. 
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As  a l ready  ment ioned the actua l  representat ion  o f  events  is independent  o f  the  
t race  queD mode ls  presented  iv the prev ious  sect ion .  The  pr inc ip les  o f  the  opt imi -  
za t ions  presented  in the  fo r thcoming  sect ions  are a lso  independent  f rom the  event  
representat ion ,  it is, however ,  eas ier  to  descr ibe  them us ing  the  actua l  representa -  
t ion.  
3.1. A slightly extended box model 
We use an  execut ion  mode l  c lose to  the  box  mode l  o f  Byrd  [8] in wh ich  execut ion  
events  are  | rad i t iona l ly  bound to goa ls .  The  types  o f  events  are  ca l led pores .  A call 
event  tells that  g is invoked and  g ives the  ins tant ia t ion  o f  i ts a rguments  at  the  mo-  
ment  o f  the  invocat ion .  A fitil event  tel ls that  g fa i l s .  An  exit event  tel ls that  g suc-  
ceeds and  gives the  resu l t ing  ins tant ia t ion  o f  the  arguments .  A redo event  tel ls that  
the  execut ion  is backt rack ing  e i ther  to g o r  to one  o f  i ts subgoats .  We have  added 
the unify event  wh ich  tel ls when the  execut ion  f inds a c lause  that  uni f ies  w i th  g 
and  gives the  resu l t ing  ins tant ia t ion  o f  the arguments ,  it a l so  gives the  un i f ied 
c lause.  2 
F ig .  1 specif ies the  sequence  o f  the  execut ion  events  o f  a g iven  goa l  g. Por ts  are  in 
lower  case letters.  The  execut ion  o f  a goa l  g s tar ts  by  its invocat ion  (call), then e i ther  
7 Goa~.~vents : :=  call Contd 
Contd : := 
I 
Direeg.Fail ure 
Direct_Proof 
Proof_On_Backtracking* 
[Fail .On_Backtracking] 
Direct .Fai lure : :=  un i fy"  fa i l  
Direcg_Proof : :=  un i fy  + exit 
P roo f  _On_Backtracking 
: :=  redo uni fy*  exit 
Fai l_On-Backtracking 
: :=  redo uni fy*  fa i l  
Fig. I. Specification of the event sequence of a goal execution in extended BNF notation. Terminals are in 
lowercase and represent the type of the event, namely the "'port". Non-terminals start with an uppercase. 
The meaning of the symbols is as follows. ]: or, []: contents must be present at most once. +: at lea,a once, 
*: any number of times, possibly ,:ero. 
-~--" Tbe tracer of Eclipse provides Opium with more ports. For example, it defines a cut port which gives 
det',~,.'led and useful information about the behavior of cuts. Two ports, deho" and resmne, give trace 
information about coroutining. The design and implementation f these ports r~:~'aire some fine tuning 
which is out of the ,scope of this article. The number of ports has no influence on the design of Opium. 
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g direct ly fa~,Is or  it direct ly succeeds. A f te r  a proof ,  g can succeed again if  the exe- 
cut ion late/" backt racks  to g or  one o f  its subgoals .  U l t imate ly  g can fail. 
A fai lure, ~either direct or  on backt rack ing ,  may or  may not  be preceded by tmifl, 
events.  It may be that  
• there is no c lause which can be unified (there is no unijj, event);  
• for  each unified c lause there exists a subgoal  that  fails ( there are possibly several 
un~/'y events).  
In o rder  to get a direct success, there must  be at least one uni/j, event. The  last one 
gives the c lause used to "produce"  the success. 
For  a success on backt rack ing ,  the unif ied c lause is not  necessari ly one related to g 
(i.e. one o f  the definit io~ the predicate o f  g). It can be re lated to one o f  its subgoals  
which prev ious iy  succeeded. In such a case, there is no tm([.i" event. On  the o ther  
hand,  if c lauses related to g are tr ied, it may be that  several  o l  them need to be tried 
before the execut ion succeeds (there are possib ly several un~j, events).  
In an exhaust ive  trace the events related to a given goal  are not  necessari ly con-  
secutive. Events  re lated to subgoa ls  and  sibl ings are intertwined with their  own.  T~fis 
is i l lustrated, among other  points,  in Fig. 3, Sect ion 3.3. 
3.2. Event representation 
Pro log  execut ions can easi ly be represented as histor ies o f  events o f  the same for-  
mat .  In Op ium an execut ion event is represented by a s t ructure  which conta ins  three 
types o f  in fo rmat ion :  controi  f low,  data, and source t'otlnet'tiolt. 
Contro l  f l ow in./brnlathm: 
• t ime stamp chrono log ica l  number  a t tached to an event.  Each event has a un ique 
t ime s tamp accord ing  to its rank  in the trace..a 
• goal  invocation nmnber  at tached to a goal.  All events related to a given goal  have a 
un ique goal  number  given at  invocat ion  time. 
• execut ion depth at tached to a goal.  It is the depth  o f  the goal  in H~e proof  tree, 
namely  it is the number  o f  its ancestor  goals. 
• event O,pe (port) at tached to an event. It is one o f  the prev ious ly  def ined ports  (call, 
exit, fail, redo,  unify). 
• e.vecuted predicate at tached to a goal.  It is the name o f  the goal  functor .  
Data it~brmation: 
o argtonent i;Jstantiation at tached to a goal  and  an event.  It gives the instant ia t ion  o f  
the goal  a rguments  when the event just  occurred.  In par t icu lar ,  for un(l)" events it 
is the value o f  the argument  af ter  unif icat ion.  For  tx, do event it is the same instant,. 
iat ion as for the prev ious  exit  event. 
Source conne,'tion il~/btvnation (to be able to l ink t race analys is  with stat ic analysis) :  
® clause at tached to a goal  and  an event.  For  unij)" events it gives the c lause just  uni- 
fied, For  o ther  events it is i rrelevant.  
The  event s t ructure  is i l lustrated by Fig. 2. The  identif iers in parentheses  are the 
names  used in Op ium.  The  d isp layed st ructure  is related to an  event o f  the execut ion 
3 Note that the time stamp is only a counter of event and not a real time stamp as in Ref. 19]. 
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T ime stamp (Chrono) 
Invocation number (Ca l l )  
Execution depth (Depth)  
Ev'eng ~ype (Port) 
Executed predicate (Pred) 
Argument  values (&rgList) 
Unified clause (Clause) 
12 
5 
3 
unify 
nqueens: range/3 
(2, 4, Ns) 
nqueens:ranEe/3.1 
The default  display of this event is: 12 5[3:] un i fy  r~age(2 ,  4,  Ns) 
Fig. 2. An example of event structure. 
of  a program solving the wel l -known Nqueens problem. A buggy version of  this pro- 
gram is given in Appendix  B. The event structure shows that a goal involving 
range/3  has been called in module nqueens .  It was the 5th goal to be invoked, 
and it has only 2 ~ncestors (the execution depth is 3). After unif ication with the first 
clause o f  range/  3 in module  nqueens, at t ime 12, the instant iat ion of  the arguments 
iS (2,4, Ns). 
3.3, Example 
Fig. 3 shows an exhaustive trace for a toy program. A truce "'line'" displays the 
control flow and data slots o f  the corresponding event structure. 
The invocations o f  r /1  lines 9 and 19 do not relate to the same goals. They have 
different invocal ion numbers,  respectively 4 and 6, which help to dist inguish them. 
The goal events of  q are: 
3 2[2] Call  q(X) 
4 212] Uni fy  q(X) 
8 2 [2] Exit q(a) 
14 212] Redo q(a) 
iS 212] Exit  q~b) 
24 2 [2] Redo q(b) 
27 212] Uni fy  q(X) 
33 2[2] Fai l  q(X) 
The q goal dii-ectly succeeds and produces the solution x = a then, thanks to one of  
its subgoal, it succeeds on backtracking and produces the solution x = b, it eventual ly 
fails on backtracking alter exhaust ion of  all of  its choice points. Note that the t ime 
stamps are not consecutive. 
On line 14, the redo event tells that the execution backtracks inside the box o f  q. It 
actual ly backtracks to ~, as told by the ttni[)v related to s on line 16. At some point 
the execution does backtrack exactly to q, which is shown line 27. 
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p(x) :- q(X),r(x). qCX) :- sCX). 
q(X) :- t(X). 
s (a ) .  
s (b ) .  
r(X) :- fail. t(X) :- fail. 
7- p(X). 
I t[1] Call p(X) 
2 t[Z] Unify p(X) 
3 212] Call q(X) 
4 2 [2] Unify q(X) 
5 3 [3] Call s (X) 
6 313] Unify s(a) 
7 3 [3] Exit s (a) 
8 2 [2] Exit q (a) 
9 412] Call r(a) 
10 4[2] Unify r(a) 
11 5[3] Call fail 
12 513] bail fail 
13 4[2] Fail r(a) 
14 2 [2] Redo q(a) 
15 3 [33 Redo s(a) 
16 3 [3] Unify s (b) 
17 3[3] Exi~ s(b) 
18 219-] Exit q(b) 
19 612] Call r(b) 
20 612] Unify r(b) 
21 7[3] Call fail 
22 7[3] Fail fail 
23 612] Fail r (b) 
24 212] Redo q(b) 
25 313] Redo s(b) 
26 3 [3] Fail s(X) 
27 2[2] Unify q(X) 
28 813] Call t(X) 
29 813] Unlfy t (X) 
30 9[4] Call fall 
31 9[4] Fail fail 
32 8 [3] Fail t C4) 
33 212] Fail q(X) 
34 111] Fail p(X) 
Fig. 3. An example of exhaustive trace. 
4. An efficient scheme for forward trace queries 
Our  trace query  mode l  assumes  that  a trace h istory is avai lable.  A trace h istory 
can represent a huge amount  o f  data  but in this section we show that it does not need 
to be expl ic i t ly created when search ing forward.  
Wi th  our  trace query mode l  much can be achieved wi lh  forward  quer ies a lone (i.e. 
with the cur z ent and next  primit ives).  For  example ,  the abstract  racers descr ibed 
in Sect ions 8 and  10 do not need to search the trace h istory backwards .  
Forward  trace query ing  can be done  synchronous ly  with the execut ion and  event 
structures do not necessar i ly  need to be stored. Fur thermore ,  a pre-f i l ter ing mecha-  
n ism further  opt imizes  the model .  Th is  sect ion descr ibes these two aspects which 
make our  mode l  pract ical  when query ing  large execut ions forwards.  Issues related 
to hand l ing ,  when needed, an actual  database  o f  events are discussed in Section 5. 
4.1. Synchronous  trace quervh lg  
Synchronous  trace query ing  means  that there are two execut ion contexts,  one for 
the traced execut ion,  and one for the trac ing execut ion (cal led Op ium in the fol low- 
ing). When a traced execut ion is started, Op ium is noti f ied when the first event takes 
place, the traced execut ion then waits. Op ium executes trace quer ies local ly unti l  a 
next /O  pr imit ive is encountered.  Then  the traced execut ion is resumed and Op ium 
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waits. When the next event is reached,  the traced execut ion stops and  Op ium takes 
back the hand unti[ a n~.~xt:/0 pr imit ive is encountered ,  and  so on. 
Fig. 4 i l lustrates a synchronous  trace query.  The  programmer  wants  to query  the 
execut ion trace o f  the Nqueens  program for a 4 × 4 board  given i,~ Append ix  B. 
When the execut ion reaches the first event,  it notif ies it to Op ium which  prompts  
the programmer  for  a ~race query.  The  programmer  enters a goal in o rder  ~o search 
fo rward  unti l  an event at depth  2 is found.  Th is  event shou ld  then be di,~]3iayed. At  
that  moment  Op ium can on ly  get in fo rmauon about  the cur rent  event.  It therefore  
returns cont ro l  to the t raced execut ion.  When the traced execut ion reaches the ~'~ext 
. 
event it notif ies it to Op ium,  which retr ieves the cur rent  depth  f rom the t raced exe- 
cut ion  context  and checks whether  it is equal  to 2. Th is  is not  the case ~md Op ium 
execut ion  backt racks .  As, again,  in fo rmat ion  about  the next event is required,  the 
traced execut ion is resumed.  When the next event  is reached,  Op ium verifies that  
the current  depth  is equal  to the requested value. The  current  event  is retr ieved by 
the pr  5_nt: command which displays the related in fo rmat ion .  The  execut ion o f  the 
trace query  is completed.  The  programmer  is then prompted  for another  t , ;e.  
? -  ~tueens(4 ,X) .  
<Execution> 
I 1[!1 call nqueens(4.X) 
<Execution> 
2 ![11 unify ,queens(4,X) 
<Execution> 
3 2121 call range(l,4,Ns) 
>. Gives control to 
~ ' -~"  ~ Retrieves current attribute values 
~'~ [Op ium]  : n~,cur remt_d~pth(2)  ,print. 
<no trace info about next event> 
<retrieve current depth> 
<,.'urrent depth is not equal to 2> 
<backtrack> 
<no trace info about next event> 
<retrieve current depth> 
<current depth is equal to 2> 
<retrieve current event> 
<print current cvent> 
3 2121 =all  ranGe( l ,4,Ns)  
[Op ium]  : 
Fig. 4. lllustn~tion of a synchronous trace query. 
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This example  calls for a major  remark .  When the traced execut ion reaches an 
event we have shown the event contents  in italic in o rder  to ease the unders tand ing  
o f  readers.  However ,  at these points  there is no need to actual ly  copy its valu~ inside 
a physical  structure.  Prov id ing  a funct ion per at t r ibute  o f  the str~cture is sufficient. 
These funct ions will be cal led when at t r ibutes  values are needed. The event st ructure 
is, therefore,  only a t,h'tuai st ructure  in the case o f  synchronous  trace query ing.  
This is impor tant  in terms o f  per formance.  Systematical ly  copy ing all the current  val- 
ues o f  all the attr ibutes in the current structure would  take a lot o f  time, a lmost  as much 
time as stor ing the trace history in a database.  The trace queries usually need a l imited 
number  o f  attr ibutes.  Here,  for example,  only the dept :h  is o f  interest. The profi l ing 
extension briefly descr ibed in Section 9 uses only the pox  t attr ibute.  The attr ibute re- 
trieval funct ions mean that  F rogrammers  " 'pay"  only for what  they really verify. 
4.2. Pre-jf i ' ltered re t r iecu l  
Synchronous  trace query ing  is a l ready  reasonab ly  efficient for  many types o f  trace 
queries.  However ,  there are still possibly many changes  o f  context .  At  each of  them, 
some in format ion  is copied f rom the t raced execut ion context  to the Op ium context.  
For  app l icat ions  which check many at t r ibutes  at each event and  select few events,  the 
response t ime can become prohibit ive.  
In o rder  to al leviate the prob lem,  we int roduce a pre-f i l ter ing pr imit ive which en- 
ables users to a prior i  const ra in  the search for events. The pre-f i l ter ing tests are pro-  
cessed in the same context  as the traced execut ion.  Whereas  a non-.opt imized request. 
requires to copy in format ion  f rom the traced execut ion context  to the Op ium context  
at every new execut ion event,  the opt imized request  requires this copy only when an 
event satisfies the const ra ints ,  and  values o f  the current  event at t r ibutes  are needed 
for fur ther  processing.  
The pre-f i l ter ing pr imit ive is f _get (Ch~ono,  Cal l ,  Depth ,  Port ,  Pred,  
ArgL is t ,  C laose) .  which appl ies to the event at t r ibutes  descr ibed earl ier. A user 
can specify values for some or  all attr ibutes.  In the t raced execut ion,  when the next 
event is reached,  the at t r ibutes  are matched against  the instant iated arguments  of  
f _get /7 .  I f  the match ing  is successful the hand is given back to Op ium,  otherwise 
the traced execut ion is resumed until the next event. Note  that  the match ing  does  t~ei- 
ther  modi fy  the t raced execut ion,  ~o,- the arguments  o f  f get/7. 
Fig. 5 i l lustrates a pre-f i l tered synchronous  trace query.  The  traced program and 
the beginn ing o f  the session are the same as in Fig. 4. This time. the programmer  en- 
ters a goal  which specifies an equiva lent  query  but in an opt imized form, 
fget  (_ ,_ ,2 ,_, . . . . .  ) replaces next ,  cur rent_depth(2) .  Op ium returns 
contro l  to the t raced execut ion.  When zhe traced execut ion reaches the next event,  
it checks locally whether  the current  depth  is equal  to 2. Here,  there is no need to 
" ' retr ieve" the current  depth  as it is a l ready present in the context.  As  the current  
depth  is not  the requested value, the t raced execut ion is resumed until  the next event 
is reached.  The t raced execut ion verifies that ,  this t ime, the current  depth  is equal  to 
the requested value. Op ium is notif ied and proceeds.  The current  event is retr ieved by 
the p::  in t  command which displays the related in format ion .  The execut ion o f  the 
trace query  is completed.  The programmer  is then prompted  for  another  one. 
The fo l lowing query  is more  sophist icated.  It checks whether  foo /2  is called at 
depth  3 with its second argument  equal  to an empty  list: 
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~.- Gives control to 
C ::~ Retrieves current attribute values 
! 89 
? -  m~aeens(4 ,X) .  
<Execution> 
1 1111 call nq~teens(4,X) 
<Execm ion> 
2 1[11 unify nqueenst4,X) ,> 
> 
<current depth is not equal to 2> > 
<Execution> > 
> 
3 2[2] call range(l,4,Ns) > > 
<current depth is equal to 2> > 
C,,  
f~] tOp4um] :  f get (  . . . .  2 . . . . . . . .  ) ,pz£nt .  
<no trace info about next event> 
> f._get( . . . .  2 . . . . . . . .  )
~"~ <retrieve current event> 
<print current event> 
3 2[2]  ca13.  ra~tge( ' l ,4 .Ns)  
foxy:rural : 
Fig. 5. IPh,stlatian of a pre-liltered synchronous trace query. 
?- f _get (_+_+ 3. ca l l .  foo/2,  i+_+ L }i. _)+ 
Note  that the next /0  primitive is defined as: 
next  :- f get(  ). 
For  h is tor ica l  reasons ,  the cur rent  imp lementat ion  o f  the f get  pr imi t ive  on ly  
deals  w i th  cont ro l  f low at t r ibutes  but  it is des igned to a l low complex  match ing  wh ich  
goes beyond s imple  un i f i cat ion .  Besides exact  values,  users can  a lso  speci fy a list o f  
poss ib le  values,  an inte,-val, or  a negated  va lue  aga ins t  wh ich  the match ing  is per-  
fo rmed.  
For  example ,  the fo l low ing  request  asks  Op ium to d i sp lay  the next event  whose  
t ime s tamp is less than  350 ,  whose  execut ion  depth  is 3, whose  por t  is d i f ferent f rom 
redo ,  whose  pred icate  is e i ther  foo  ar i ty  2 or  bar  ar i ty  2, and  whose  second argu-  
ment  is an empty  lisT.: 
?+- f_get (< 350+_ .  3 .zedo . [ foo /2 .bar /2 ] ) .  
cuzr  arg([_.[ ]]). 
pz  in t_ l ine .  
it opt imizes  the fo l low ing  query :  
?-- next ,cur r_ l ine(Chrono ,  _ ,  3, Point, P red)  , 
(Chrono>= 350 -- !. fa i l  ; t rue) ,  
Por t  \=  = redo ,  
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(Pzed  = = foo /2  ; pzed  = = bar /2 ) ,  
cuzr  a rg( [ _ ,  [ ] ]), 
p r in t_ l ine .  
In the fo l lowing the examples  use f get /5  as they reflect actual  imp lementa -  
tions. 
5. Extending the scheme for forward and backward trace queries 
The prev ious scheme is very powerfu l  for top-level queries. More  sophist icated 
funct ions  require to write Pro log programs,  which we call extens ions  in the fol lowing. 
In part icular ,  we added backward  faci l it ies in order  to be able to bui ld different 
abstract  views o f  the same port ion o f  the execut ion as i l lustrated in Ref. [14]. Such 
extens ions typical ly  require to roll back and forth the execut ion several times. 
In the prev ious scheme, at any  given moment ,  Op ium can only access in fo rmat ion  
related to the last executed event. When search ing the trace history backwards  this is 
insuff icient. 
We have chosen to imp lement  a s imple trace database,  easy to imp lement  and use. 
We do no,  c la im that this is the most  efficient solut ion.  The response t imes are how- 
ever reasonab le  for midd le  sized execut ions (several thousands  o f  events). 
The trace query mechan ism descr ibed i.n the previous section is based on the fact 
that  the in fo rmat ion  related to the current  event is mode led  into a structure. It is 
then s t ra ight forward  to have a s imple database  by stor ing all the event structures 
in their chrono log ica l  order.  Th is  has the advantage  o f  keeping the history of  events 
cons istent  whether  the quer ies are processed synchronous ly  or f rom the database.  
The pre-fiiter;,ng retr ieval  mechan ism descr ibed in the previous sect ion is therefore 
t ransparent  as will be i l lustrated below. Fur thermore ,  some pr imit ives al low users 
to contro l  what  is stored in the trace database.  
5.1. P re - f i l te red  re t r ieca l  
Add ing  a database  does not change the trace query  model ,  and the scheme de- 
scr ibed in the previous section is most ly  untouched.  
The backward  trac ing pre-fi ite,' ing pr imit ive is b get  (Chrono ,  Ca l l ,  Depth ,  
Por t ,  P red ,  ArgL is t ,  C lause  ) wh ich  is similar to the f _get /7  primitive, ex- 
cept that  it moves backwards  and  retrieves only stored events. 
The  search pi lots the traced execut ion a~- before. Once the event structures are 
stored in the trace database ,  retr ieving events "a  poster ior i " ,  backwards  or forwards,  
is s imi lar  to retr ieving them on the fly. instead o f  g iv ing the contro l  back to the 
traced execut ion,  the pre-f i l ter ing primit ive~ search in the trace database.  
Search ing forward synchronous ly  or in the database  is t ransparent  for the user. A 
query  will first search the database,  and  if not  enough has been executed yet it will 
resume the traced execut ion.  
Th is  is i l lustrated in Fig. 6. The  Op ium query is more  sophist icated than in Fig. 5. 
It reads as fol lows: 
• stop at the next event related to the invocat ion o f  a goal  at depth 2. 
- retrieve the predicate name 
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Gives control to 
. . . .  -~ Stores in the trace Database 
~. Ret,--ieves current attribute values 
? -  n~eenm ( 4, x ) .  ~_~ 
1 1[11 call nqueens(4,X) 
f_ge,( . . . .  2~_~_~ ~ 
<current depth is not equal to 2> ~]  
<Execution> ~ 
3 2[21 call range(i.4,Ns) ~ _ 
<current depth is equal to 2> 
<current port is equal to call> 
<Execution> 
<a number of events reached 
stored and checked> 
1748 1[11 exit nqueens(4. [1.3,2.4]) 
f_get(_. 1 ,_,exit . . . . . .  ) 
o 
[Op£um) : 
£__get (_, _, 2. ca l l .  _, _ .  _ ) .  
~r~t_ .pred  {P), 
b_get  ( _ , _ , _ ,  taX I , _ , _ , _ ) .  
current__¢b.z'ono { C), 
cu=renl:_mall  (G). 
£_get  ( _ ,  G ,_0  ex i t ,  _ ,  _ , _ )  ,- 
~u~rent_arg  (A ) .  
<retrieve current predicate> 
<move backwards in DB until port = call> 
<retrieve current ime stamp> 
<retrieve current goal number> 
<move forwards in DB > 
<end of DB reached before requested event> 
<resume traced execution> 
i 
,a,  
_ ~ ~ _ ~ 8  <retrieve current arguments> 
- " '~~ P ~. range/3  
C - 1 
G. ,  1 
A - [4 ,  [1 . : ,o2 ,4 ] ]  
[Op:Lma] ; 
Fig. 6. An  illt, s t rat ion o f  a trace query  using the trace database.  
• then go back to its parent  goal invocat ion  
• retr ieve the t ime s tamp 
• retrieve the goal  invocat ion  number  
• go to the success o f  this goal (if it exists), 
• if the goal  did succeed, retr ieve the result ing value o f  its arguments .  
The execut ion o f  the query starts as before,  Op ium sends a pre-f i l tered request. As 
before,  the traced execut ion checks the depth  and por t  values o f  each event unt i l  
they are respectively 2 and  ca l l .  The  novel ty  is that  it also stores a new structure 
with conta ins  the event value each t ime an event is encountered  (i.e. f i l tering does 
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not. inf luence the trace database  storage).  When the event is as wanted,  three events 
have been stored in the database.  The  traced execut ion waits. Op ium proceeds and  
retr ieves the current  predicate f rom the database.  Then  it moves  the current  event 
po in ter  backwards  in the trace database  unti l  the por t  is ca l l .  The  t ime s tamp 
and the goal  number  are retr ieved f rom the database.  Then  Op ium starts to search 
forward  in the database  for the next event whose goal  number  is 1 and port  is ex i t .  
When it reaches the 3 r d event the database  is exhausted,  the required events has not  
been found and the traced execut ion is not  f inished. The  traced execut ion is therefore 
resumed.  A number  o f  events are reached, stored in the database  and checked 
against  he required values. When the required event is found.  Op ium takes the con- 
trol,  and retr ieves the cur rent  arguments .  The  top-level o f  Pro log  pr ints the values o f  
the four  var iables P ,  C, G and A. The execut ion o f  the trace query is completed.  The  
programmer  is then prompted  for another  one. 
5.2. Pre-fi ltered storage 
As stor ing the events in the d~tulbase takes t ime and space, it is necessary that  
users can decide not  to use the trace databa.,;e. The set_ record ing  pr imit ive en- 
ables them to switch the storage on or off  When record ing  is off only  synchronous  
trace query ing  is al lowed. 
i f  an execution is made up o f  mil l ions of  events, it is not reasonable to store the ex- 
haust ive trace. However  opt imized the storage is, it still generates at least some bytes o f  
in format ion  pet" event. I f  mil l ions o f  events are stored, this results in a database o f  sev- 
eral megabytes.  Cons ider ing that  this database is not permanent ,  he costs in t ime and 
space can become prohibit ive.  It is. nevertheless, no prob lem to store several thousands  
of  events and thus to analyze significant port ions o f  executions a posteriori .  
We have thus in t roduced lbur  more pr imit ives so that  users arid extens ions can 
cont ro l  the amount  o f  trace which is stored: record  l ine  can store isolated 
lines: reset record ing  empt ies the trace database:  set_ recorded  at tz i -  
but  e s /7  tells wh ich  at t r ibutes  hou ld  be stored by default :  r e c o r d_at  t r ibut  e 
can add  the current  value o f  an at t r ibute  to the current  event structure in the data-  
base. I f  this s t ructure was not  yet recorded it has to be added to the database.  The  
latter  two pr imit ives are not  present in the current  imp lementat ion  of  Op ium.  
6. A two-process implementation 
We have imp lemented  the corout in ing  between Op ium and the traced contexts  
with two processes communicat ing  via messages. 
The  main  advantage  of  a two process imp lementat ion  is that i~ al lows ,ne,a-t,'ac- 
big. Opium is most ly  Pro log  plus a handfu l  o f  dedicated pr imit ives,  the debugging 
facil it ies developed for Pro log  can therefore be appl ied to Op ium programs.  The first 
Op ium session becomes the traced session of  the second Op ium session. Stable exten- 
s ions o f  Op ium have been used to debug debugg ing  programs under  dexe lopmcnt .  
The  extens ions can be large (there arc current iy  over  5090 lines o f  debugg ing  pro-  
grams} it is therefore necessary to be able to deoug them. 
In the fo l lowing we first, dcs~'ribe the arch i tecture o f  the system. We then describe 
in some detai l  the ~.vnchtonizat ion done  by the centra l  part  o f  the imp lementat ion .  
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The precise interfaces between the query  hand ler  and the o ther  components  are given 
by lists o f  s ignals and  pr imit ives in Append ix  A. 
6.1. ,4rchitecture 
Fig. 7 shows the organ izat ion  o f  the modu les  of  the system. T/w tracer stops the 
traced execut ion whenever  an event is reached.  Fur thermore ,  the tracer  knows were 
to fetch the in fo rmat ion  in the traced context  to recol lect he values o f  :he event attr i -  
butes. Hence  the cur  r ent_ (a t  t r ±but  e> pr imit ives are imp lemented  ~n the tracer.  
The queo '  hamlh, r synchron izes  all the modu les  and implements  the Fre-f i l ter ing 
retr ieval pr imit ives,  f _get  and  b_gec .  It stores event s t ructures  in the internal  da-  
tabase when needed. It decides when to resume the traced execut ion or when to 
search in the database.  It executes a Pro iog  goal  in the context  o f  the traced execu- 
t ion, us ing the traced prograna, it pushes a new execut ion env i ronment  on top o f  the 
cur rent ly  traced execut ion,  in the cur rent  imp lementat ion  we use the break/O pr im- 
itive o f  Eclipse. 
A remote  execut ion can affect the t raced program if new clauses are asserted.  Th is  
is the only  case where a query  can change someth ing  in the traced execut ion context .  
Tire Opium st'ssh,n executes the Pro log trace queries,  typed in by the user. unti l  a 
pr imit ive is encountered  which needs to call the query  handler .  It resumes its execu- 
t ion when the answer  comes back.  
We have grouped in the same process: the traced execut ion,  the tracer,  the query  
hand ler  and  the trace database  in order  to avo id  in fo rmat ion  copy ing  and context  
switches. Wi th  the current  imp lementat ion ,  when check ing  a t t r ibute  values the query  
hand ler  on ly  needs to call funct ions  o f  the tracer  wh ich  have a direct access to the 
traced execut ion  data  structures.  The  trace database  also benefits f rom this access, 
some in lb rmat ion  is stored in terms o f  po inters  to the traced program data  structures.  
6.2. The sta les  oJ" the query handler  
The query  hand ler  is the centra l  part  o f  the imp lementat ion .  It is a subrout ine  o f  
the tracer. Its states are shown in Fig. 8, and can be descr ibed as fol lows. 
Traced  
Pro log  
Session 
Traced Process 
Query  
Hand ler  
t i 
I t 
I I 
I I 
I I 
! ! 
' ' Op ium 
! ! 
I ! 
"~t ~ Pro log  
! 
Session 
Opium process 
USER 
Fig. 7. Architecture o f  Opium. 
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Traced execution started 
(~) Waiting for 1 (start synchr.communication) f Waiting for (~1 
execution [ "  " Traced execution aborted -- / notification / > 
, i~ ~ (stop synchr, communication) " " 
commun|cauon I ~ Event reached or 
l - - '~ . . . . . .  _ __~~_ _ .  Execution finished 
/ Asynchr. query ~ Move to 
[ executed 
[ . . . . . .  Abort execution~-~,,,,, next event 
/ or Stop tracing !
(stop synchr, communication) ~> 
an asynchr. / and Asynchr.J < 
L queries ~ j  ~(~ query 
~ j )  <query> 
Fig. 8. State diagram of  the query handler. 
In it ia l ly the query hand ler  is wai t ing for a traced execut ion to take place (A). 
F rom state (A), if  it receives a signal f rom the t rac ing session that an asynchro-  
nous  query  is to be sent it moves  to state (B). wai t ing for the asynchronous  query.  
When the query  is executed and  the result sent back  to the t rac ing session the query 
hand ler  moves  OuCK to state (A), w~ii.ting for a traced execu ' ion  to start or another  
asynchronous  query.  
F rom state (A), i f  an execut ion is started the query hand ler  starts a synchronous  
communicat ion  and moves  to state (C) where it waits for the not i f icat ion that an 
event is reached. 
F rom state (CL if the query hand ler  receives a signal f rom the extract ion modu le  
tel l ing that the execut ion has been aborted the synchronous  communicat ion  is 
s topped and the query hand ler  moves  back to state (A). 
F rom state (C), if  the extract ion modu le  tells that an event is reached or  the traced 
execut ion is f inished the query hand ler  moves  to state (D). 
At state (D), an interpreter  o f  quer ies is cal led, which can execute both  synchro-  
nous  and  asynchronous  queries. The  interpreter  rans  as long as the in fo rmat ion  that 
it can access is suff icient o answer  the queries. In fo rmat ion  can be in the trace da- 
tabase or in the current  state o f  the traced execut ion context.  When it lacks in fo rma-  
t ion cor respond ing  to an execut ion step which has not yet been processed, the query 
hand ler  sends a signal to the extract ion modu le  and moves  back to state (C); contro l  
is given back to the main  execut ion.  I f  a debugg ing  query  requires to abor t  the traced 
execut ion or to stop tracing,  a signal is sent to the extract ion module ,  the query  han-  
dler moves  back to state (A) and  the synchronous  communicat ion  is stopped. 
Note  that when the query hand ler  is in states (A) or (C), it is " 'passive",  i.e. the 
main  execut ion process is runn ing  in the traced session and  some global  var iab les  tell 
in which state the query hand ler  is. On  the opposite,  for states (B) and  (D), proce- 
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dures are called either on interrupt for (B) or regularly by the extraction process for 
(O). When both states are left, their corresponding procedures end and the main ex- 
ecution process is resumed. 
When the traced execution is aborted either from the tracing session or from the 
traced session, we have chosen to stop the synchronous communicat ion  (i.e. to pre- 
vent users from sending any further queries about the execution). We est imated that 
if  an execution is aborted it means that there is no more interest in it. On the other 
hand,  when the execution is finished, the user may still be interested in it. For  exam- 
pie, it might be that an execution has to run till it is finished because a debugging 
query is asking for an event that does not actual ly occur. The user has to be notified 
of  such a case, and he can still examine the last event of  the execution or the trace 
database if it exists. 
6.3. bnplc 'mentt t tkm ¢out per ]broumce detai ls 
Opium is implemented inside Eclipse, ECRC's  Prolog system [30], reus.ing the 
tracer of Eclipse. The two processes are connected by pipes, communicat ir ,  g with 
wr ±re  and read  Prolog primitives. Signals are sent using the interrupt-handler  of  
Eclipse. Op ium runs on Sun workstat ions SunOS under Unix. 
When no trace database is stored, the pre-fi itering primit ive f _c je t /5  which op- 
timizes queries on control flow informat ion can parse several mil l ion execution 
events with reasonable response t imes It takes only 1.5 of  the time required by 
the standard ebugger of  Eclipse to check for a normal  breakpoint.  As the standard 
debugger of  Eclipse is fast [31], pre-fi ltering of  execution events according to control 
flow attr ibutes offers a response time equivalent o the response time of  equivalent 
functionalit ies hard coded in other Prolog debuggers. Therefore, the flexibility and 
precision o:" Op ium do not slow down the tracing process if the pre-fi ltering primit ive 
is used where possible. The time taken by other queries depends on their complexity. 
When a trace database is stored the response time is still reasonable for storing 
and filtering at the same time thousands ofevcnt~. This is sufficient o fine tune parts 
of  programs. Note that once the trace database is recorded, pre-fiitered retrieval ap- 
plies and optimizes queries, the time overhead is thus paid only once. 
Consider ing the gain in functionality, the implementat ion | . ')plum's kernel is rel- 
atively simple. The described primit ives are implemented in ab, ut 1000 lines of  well 
documented C, and 1000 lines of  well documented Pro log  Over 5000 lines of  debug- 
ging programs have already been written on top of the kernel. 
7. A debugging session with opium 
In this section we show a session i l lustrating Op ium facilities. More commented 
examples can be found in Op ium user's manual  [15]. As a debugging session mainly  
depends on the understanding of the programmer,  there is no determinist ic wav t,~ 
debug. We only show possible paths. 
The commands  used in the fol lowing are mainly  primitives of  Op ium described in 
detail in Appendix  A. Note that commands  that move to an event and trace it (e.g. 
next )  have a corresponding command which moves to this event without tracing 
anything (e.g. next  rip). 
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In the fo l lowing examples,  the full names  o f  the commands  are used to ease the 
unders tand ing .  However  most  o f  them have abbrev ia t ions  which can be used to save 
typing.  Whenever  queries repeat  part  o f  previous ones the cor respond ing  abbrev iat -  
ions are used. 
The  trace queries typed in by the user are the goals  fo l lowing the Opit, m prompt  
( [ op ±urn ] : ). All the rest is written by the system. Let us recall that the first number  
in a trace line is the event number ,  the second number  is the goal  invocat ion number ,  
the third number ,  within brackets ,  is the depth number :  they have been descr ibed in 
detai l  in Sect ion 3.2. 
The ana lyzed program is a buggy  N-queens  program given in Append ix .  A board  
is coded by a list. the rank  in the list cor responds  to the co lumn in the board ,  the 
numbers  cor respond to the rows. For  example ,  we know that [3.1,4,2] and  
[4.2.1,3] are the solut ions for a 4 × 4 board .  They  cor respond to the conf igurat ions  
given in Fig. 9. 
The top-level goal  o f  the traced execut ion is nqueens(4  ,Qs) .  We can use the 
cont inue  command o f  the top down zooming  extension to see whether  the goal 
succeeds or  fails. 
1 l[ l] ca l l  nqueens(4 ,  Qs) 
[op ium] : cont inue .  
2746 i[I] fa i l  nqueens(4 ,  Qs) 
The computat ion  o f  goal  number  "'! '" fails wi thout  produc ing  any solut ion,  we can 
use a command f rom the tidlure analys is  extension o f  Op ium.  The l ea f_ fa i l -  
ur  e_ t  r ack ing  command helps to t raverse the SLD- t ree  cor respond ing  to the ex- 
ecut ion o f  a goal,  look ing  for leaves indicat ing failures. It t raverses the SLD- t ree  top- 
down,  when it identif ies that  there are several b ranches  leading to leaf fai lures it 
p rompts  the user in o rder  to know which branch should be invest igated first. A more  
complete  descr ipt ion of  the fai lure analys is  can be found in Ref. [12]. 
[op ium]  : ]ea f  fa i lu re  t rack ing(1)  . 
I i[ i] ca l l  nqueens(4 ,  Qs) 
56 23[2]  ca l l  sa fe (  [I, 2, 3, 4] ) 
106 2312]  fa i l  sa fe (  [I, 2, 3, 4] ) 
subgoa l  fa i lu res  abst rac ted  (24 a l together )  . 
2642 697[2]  ca l l  sa fe (  [4, 3, 2, i] ) 
2689697[2]  fa i l  sa fe ( J4 ,  3, 2, I] ) 
2746 ] [I] fa i l  nqueens(4 ,  Qs) 
We can see that all the 24 invocat ions  of  sa fe /1  fail whereas  lwo should succeed. 
Note  that  it was impor tant  to abst ract  away these fai lures. Otherv~ise 50 lines would  
have been traced in one go. It would have been too much infornaat ion for a user to 
o • 
i i  
Fig. 9. The solutions of the 4-queens Problem. 
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grasp in one glance. In order  to examine the fai lures o f  sa f  e /1  we can use the trace 
query language.  We can set a breakpo in t  on sa fe /1  using the spy  command.  
[opium]: spy  sa fe / !  
As record ing was on. we can go back to the first li:,.~: o~ the traced execut ion using 
got  o. otherwise we could  have re-executed because the program is side-efi%ct free. 
Then  the leap  command retrieves and pr ints lines related to spied points.  
[op ium]  : goto (1)  . 
1 l [ l ] ca l l  nqueens(4 ,  Qs)  
[op ium]  : l eap .  
56 23[2]  ca l l  sa fe (  [i, 2, 3, 4] ) 
[op ium]  : l eap .  
57 23[2]  un i fy  sa fe (  [i, 2, 3, 4] ) 
At this point ,  we can realize that a s imple breakpo in t  is not  precise enough.  What  we 
really wanted to see were the liffhtres of  sa fe / i  an-d not all the lines related to it. We 
can refine the query by add ing  a cond i t ion  after the leap. We then use leap_np  
which leaps to the next b reakpo in t  but does not  pr int  the line. A line is only  pr inted 
when it is related to a failure. 
[op ium]  : l eap_np ,cur r  por t  ( fa i l )  , p r inU  l ine .  
104 25[4]  fa i l  sa fe (  [3, 4] ) 
Note  that  cur t  por t  ( fa i l )  is equiva lent  o curz__por t  (P) , P= =fa i l .  
The previous query still is not  precise enough.  We are only  interested in the top- 
level invocat ions  o f  sa fe /1  (i.e. at depth  2). We can add this new cond i t ion  to the 
query.  For  the repeated commands  we use their abbrev iat ions .  Note  that  an experi-  
enced user wou ld  have specified this qt, erv in one step but we wanted to show how 
progre:~sive the use o f  the query lang, .age can be. 
[op ium]  : l _np ,  c_pozt  ( fa i l ) ,  cur t _depth(2)  , p. 
106 23[2]  fa i l  sa fe (  [3 , 2, 3, 4] ) 
In order  to determine  more  easily whether  the fai lure o f  sa fe /1  is correct or  not .  we 
can use a program which d isplays the 4 × 4 board.  We first retr ieve the vahte o f  the 
arguments  using the cur  r a rg  pr imit ive and  display them in an adapted  way using 
the showqueens  predicate.  This  predicate is. o f  course, not  an Op ium predicate 
but it can be easily wr i t ten by the programmer ,  it is an example  o f  tracing facil it ies 
dedicated to a part ic tdar  appl icat ion.  Note  that the program could also use any  
graphica l  package.  
[op ium]  : cur r_arg(  [X] ) , show queens(X)  . 
D 
I 
Q 
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X=[l, 2, 3, 4] 
All the four posit ions are aligned, this failure is valid. We can now retrieve the next 
failure o f  sa fe /1  at top-level, displaying the board as previously, by simply concat- 
enating the previous two queries. 
[op ium]  : 1 np,  c_por t  ( fa i l ) ,  c depth(2)  , p, 
c_arg( [X] ) ,  show queens(X) .  
328  67[2]  fa i l  nqueens :  sa fe  ([ I ,  3, 2, 4] )  
0 
0 
0 
X=[ l ,  3, 2, 4] 
o 
More?  (;) ; 
This failure is also valid. Using the usual top-level backtracking facility of Prolog we 
can ask Opium to find the next appropriate line by simply typing "'"" 
450 95[2]  fa i l  nqueens :  sa fe (  [i, 3, 4, 2] ) 
O 
o 
o 
o 
X=[ l ,  3, 4, 2] More?  (;) ; 
553  12712]  fa i l  nqueens :  sa fe (  [i, 4, 2, 3]) 
1 e 
o 
t 
o 
X=[1 ,  4 ,  2 ,  3] More?  ( ; )  
The previous fai lures are also valid. It can become tedious to examine  the 24 fai lures. 
I f  we are test ing the program,  we know that  sa fe /1  should succeed for 
[2 ,4 ,1 ,3 ]  and  [3 ,1 ,4 ,2 ] .  We can direct ly ask Op ium to check whether  
sa fe / t  would not  fail for  these values, in such a case pr int ing the full line is not  
even needed,  showing  the board  is enough.  
[opium.] : 1 rip, c por t  ( fa i l )  , c_depth(2)  , c a~g(  [X] ) , 
(X=-- [2, 4, i, 3] ; X == [3, i, 4, 2] ), 
show queens(X)  . 
o 
1 
Q 
X == [2, 4, i, 3] More?  (;) 
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The safe/] predicate indeed fails for this, actual ly  safe, pos i t ion.  We can, again,  
use the leaf  fai lure t rack ing (abbrev iated  in i f  t )  to unders tand  why. We need the 
invocat ion  number  o f  this goal  which can be retr ieved using cur t_ca l l .  
[op ium]  : cur t_ca l l (C )  , i f t (C )  . 
1282 320[3]  ca l l  not  a t tack(2 ,  [4, i, 3]) 
1335 320[3]  fa i lnot  a t tack(2 ,  [4, i, ?]) 
Th is  is  the  end  of  the  f~ i l ingpath .  
The execut ion fails, because not  a t tack(2 ,  [4 ,  1 ,  3 ] )  fails, i.e. because 
a t tack  (2 ,  [ 4 ,  1 ,  3 ] ) succeeds. The  leaf  fai lure t rack ing stops because the symp-  
tom changes.  Indeed, the prob lem is no longer  that  a predicate fails whereas it shou ld  
succeed, but the opposi te .  The  a t tack(? ,  [4 ,  1 ,  3] ) goal  shou ld  not  succeed as 
can be seen f rom the prev ious ly  d isp layed board .  Here, we can ei ther  list the code o f  
at tack :  
[op ium]  : l~t ing(at~ack)  . 
a t tack(X ,  Xs) :- 
a t tack(X ,  i, Xs ) .  
a t tack(X ,  N, [YL_Ys]  ) :- 
X i sY+N.  
a t tacK(X ,  N, [Y I _Ys ] )  :- 
X i sY - -N .  
a t tack(X ,  N, [ _Y iYs ] )  :- 
N1  is N -- 1, 
a t tack(X ,  N I ,  Ys)  . 
and see that  the recursive call o f  a t  t aek /3  is incorrectly constructed, it shou ld  be N1 
i s  N + 1 and  aot  N1 i s  R -- 1.  Or  i fwe  have not  unders tood  enough yet and  want  to 
trace further  the execut ion o f  a t tack /2 ,  we can go to the call o f  a t tack /2  (there- 
fore sk ipp ing the detai ls o f  execut ion o f  not ) ,  and  there zoom into its execut ion.  
[op ium]  : f get  np(  . . . . . .  ca l l ,  a t tack /2)  , c a rg(  [2, [4, i, 3] ] ) , 
zoom.  
1286322[5]  ca l la t tack(2 ,  [4, I, 3]) 
1288 323[6]  ca l l  a t tack(2 ,  i, [4, I, 3] ) 
1318 323[6]  ex i t  a t tack(2 ,  i, [4, i, 3] ) 
The latter goal  should  not succeed. As we know that  the predicate has several clauses 
,ale can ask which one has been used to produce  the so lut ion:  
[op ium]  : un i f  c lause .  
a t tack(X ,  N, [ Y IYs ] )  :- 
N l i sN- -  I, 
a t tack(X ,  N I ,  Ys)  . 
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Here again the error could be detected, but it may be more obvious if we zoom into 
the execution of  a t tack  ( 2 ,1 ,  [4 ,1 ,3  ] ). 
[op ium]  : zoom.  
1296 323[6]  next  a t tack(2 ,  l, [4, !, 3] ) 
1298 326[7]  ca l l  N1  is 1 -- 1 
1299 326[7]  ex i t  0 is 1 -- 1 
It seems valid that one minus one is equal to zero. We ask to trace further at this level 
using the cont inue  command.  
[op ium]  : cont inue .  
1300 327[7]  ca l l  a t tack(2 ,  0, [i, 3] ) 
1317 327[7]  ex i t  a t tack(2 ,  O, [I, 3] 
Here one can notice that the second argument should never be 0 and that the recur- 
sire clause of  a t tack /3  is thus badly constructed. 
8. Examples of abstract tracing 
This section shows two small examples of  more sophist icated abstract tracing. 
They go beyond trace queries, towards debugging programs. 
It is notex~ orthy that the fol lowing demo of the puzzle program behavior or the 
sketch of  explanat ion for the expert system could be designed without touching 
the code of  the programs. The tracing program is a separate program running in 
the Op ium session. 
8.1. A ptt-_=le 
We give an example of  abstract racing of  a Prolog puzzle, taken fi-om Sterling 
and Shapiro 's  0ook ([40] p. 259-260). 
Three friends came first, second and third in a programming competit ion. 
Each of the three has a different first name. likes a different sport and has 
a different national ity.  Michael  likes basebal l  and did better than the 
American.  Simon, the Israeli, did better than the tennis player. The crick- 
et player came first. Who is the Austral ian? What  sport does Richard 
play? 
The Prolog program is given in Appendix  A. It is very elegant but pe6ple not fa- 
mi l iar  with Prolog may have two problems to understand it. Firstly. the data struc- 
tures are a little abstruse. Secondly, the program does a systematic "'generate and 
test" search. It can be hard to believe that "'it works",  Examin ing the behavior  of  
the program can help them with the latter problem. However, the bare Prolog trace 
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is even worse than  the code with respect to the first prob lem.  For  example ,  a typical  
line o f  trace looks like: 
16 8[4]  ca l l  ca l l (  (d id_bet ter  (MIC I ,  M2CI ,  [ f r iend(N l ,  Cl ,  Sl~ , 
fr iend(N2, C2, S2), fr iend(N3, C3, $3)]), (n~e is(MlC!~ michael) ,  
( spor t (M iC l ,  basketba l l )  , nat iona l i t~(M2C7 , amer ican)  )) ) ) 
When ana lyz ing the program one can not ice that, in order to give a first approx-  
imat ion o f  the program behavior ,  tracing the predicate so  ,ve , / : !  can be sufficient. 
We can produce an abstract trace such as what  fo l lows.  
[23] T ry ing  to so lve  the  fo l low ing  c lue :  
Man lC lue l  d id  bet ter  thanMan2Clue2  and  
name_ is (Man lC lue l ,  s imon)  
nat iona l i ty (Man lC lue l ,  i s rae l i )  
spor t (Man2Clue2 ,  tenn is )  
w i th :  
michae l  is C l  and  p lays  basketba l l  
N2  is amer ican  and  p lays  $2 
N3 is C3 and  p lays  $3 
A sketch o f  the Op ium command,  which produces  this abst ract  trace fol lows. 
Note  that  it is used in the same way as usual  trace commands .  
c lue  
f _get (  . . . . . .  [ca l l ,  ex i t ,  fa i l ] ,  so lve / l ) ,  
cur r_arg( [L ] ) ,  L \=  = [], % end  of  recurs ion ,  no 
cur t  chrono(Chrono)  , 
p r in t f ( " \n [%w]" ,  [Chrono] )  , 
curx__por t (Por t ) ,  
wr i te_header (Por t ) ,  
cur t  a rg ( [ [ (P red ,  Goa ls )  
I _ ] ] ) ,  
wr i te_c lue(Pred ,  Goa ls ,  
F r iends) ,  
p r in t f ( "w i th : \n" ,  []), 
wr i te  f r iends(Fr iends) .  
in teres t  
% number  of  the  P ro log  l ine  
% the  Por t  is e i ther  ca l l ,  
% ex i t  or fa i l  
% the  argument  of  so lve  is a 
% l i s t  of  pa i rs  
% cur rent  s ta te  of  so lu t ion  
The first goal, fget (  . . . . . .  [ ca l l ,  ex i t ,  fa i l ] ,  so lve / l ) ,  will get the 
first trace l ine which is related to enter ing or  exit ing the so lve  predicate.  The rest o f  
the clause retrieves different parts  o f  the in lb rmat ion  conta ined  ;.n the Pro log  trace 
l ine and  pr ints  it accord ing  to what  the person des igning the demo tbr  the puzzle pro-  
gram thought  it was appropr ia te .  The  cur  r . . . .  predicates are Op ium primit ives.  
The  wr i t  e . . . .  are user def ined, indeed they depend on the par t icu lar  p rogram be- 
ing traced. 
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This  is not  to .~ :~y that  this t rac ing command is " ' the" t rac ing command which will 
be meaningfu l  to everybody.  We just  want  to show that  the Op ium f ramework  is 
flexible and powerfu l  enough to adapt  to the needs. In part icu lar ,  one can refine 
the trace and prov ide commands  which will give more  detai ls.  
8.2. ,4 s#npk ,  exper t  svs te in  
We give tin example  o f  bu i ld ing a sketch o f  exp lanat ion  for a s imple expert sys- 
tem. The  expert system and the specif icat ions for abstract  tracing were wri t ten by 
Brayshaw and E isenstadt  [5]. 
The  source code fol lows. 
:- op(900 ,  x fx ,  ' : ' ) . :- op(870 ,  fx ,  i f )  . 
: -op(880 ,  x fx ,  then) .  : -op(550 ,  x fy ,  oz ) .  
:- op(540 ,  x fy ,  and)  . :- op(100 ,  x fx ,  [g ives ,eats ,has , i sa ]  ) . 
so lve(Goa l )  :- fac t :Goa l .  
so lve(Goa l )  :- Ru le : i f  Cond then  Goa l , so lve  (Cond)  . 
so lve  (Goa]_l  and  Goa l2 )  :- so lve  (Goa l l )  , so lve(Goa l2 )  . 
so lve(Goa l l  or  Goa l2 )  :- ( so lve(Goa l l )  ; so lve(Goa l2 )  ) . 
fac t :  sheba  g ives  mi lk .  
fac t  : sheba  eats  meat .  
re_ ru le :  i f  (Ahas  ha i r  or  Ag ivesmi lk )  
then  A i sa  mammal .  
c_ ru le :  i f  (A i sa  mammal  andA eats  meat )  
Note  that the p~edicate def in ing facts and rules is actual ly  ( : ) /2  which is infix 
due to the tirst operator  dec larat ion.  
T rac ing  the execut ion o f  goal so lve  ( x i sa t  carn ivore  ) with the Pro log execu- 
t ion model  gives the lb l lowing sort o f  lines (there are actual ly  66 lines a l together) .  
i [ i ]  ca l l  so lve(X  i sa  carn ivore)  
2 [2] ca l l  fac t  : X i sa  carn ivore  
2 [2] fa i l  fac t  : X iua  carn ivore  
I [ I ]  next  so lve(X  i sa  carn ivore)  
3 [2 ]  ca l lRu le  : i f (Cond)  thenX i sacarn ivore  
3 [2]  next  Ru le  : i f (Cond)  thenX i sa  carn ivore  
3 [2]  ex l t  c_ ru le  : i f (X  i samammal  and  X eats  meat )  then  X i sa  
carn ivore  
4 [2] ca l l  so lve(X  i sa  mammal  and  X eats  meat )  
5 [3 ]  ca l l  fac t  : X is, ~ mamma i and  X eats  meat  
5 [3]  fa i l  fac t  : X i sa  mammal  and  X eats  meat  
4 [2]  next  so lve(X  i sa  mammal  and  X eats  meat )  
As stated by Brayshaw and E isenstadt  this is not  the level at which a user o f  the ex- 
pert system wants  to see a trace o f  the execut ion.  There  is too much redundant  in- 
fo rmat ion  and the detai ls  o f  backtracki ,ag encountered  whi le choos ing  a rule are 
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not interesting. Trac ing the whole execut ion at a better level o f  abstract ion gives the 
~ l low ing  trace. 
ca l l  so lve(X  i sa  carn ivore)  
TRY ING c_ ru le  
ca l l  so lve(X  i samammal  and  X eats  meat )  
ca l l  so lve(X  i samammal )  
TRY INGm_ru le  
ca l l  su!ve(Xhas  ha i r  or X g ives  mi lk )  
ca l l  so lve(X  has  he i r )  
fa i l  so lve(Xhas  ha i r )  
ca l l  so lve(X  g ive ,mi lk )  
FACT:  sheba  g iv -~smi lk  
ex i t  so lve(sheba ~ ives  mi lk )  
ex i t  so lve(sheba has  ha i r  or sheba  g ives  mi lk )  
ex i t  so lve(sheba i samammal )  
ca l l  so lve(sheba eats  meat )  
FACT:  sheba  eats  meat  
ex i t  so lve(sheba eats  meat )  
ex i t  so lve(sheba i samammal  and  sheba eats  meat )  
ex i t  so lve(sheba i sa  carn ivore)  
To obta in  the previous abstracted trace, the programmer  o f  the expert system can 
provide a dedicated exper t_next  command which traces step by step at a better 
level. A port ion  of  its imp lementat ion  ~ i lows .  
exper t_next  :- 
f get  np  . . . . . .  [ ca l l ,  ex i t ,  fa i l ] ,  [solve~l, (:)/2]), 
cur r_pre , J (P red)  , 
my_pr in t  l ine(Pred) .  
my_pr in t  l i . ,~e(M:so lve /1)  :- 
p r in t  l:..ne. 
my_pr in t  l ine(M:  ( : ) /2) :- 
cur  r_i?o:ct (ex i t )  , 
cur t  a rg(ArgL i :~t )  , 
exper t  a rg(ArgL is t )  . 
exper t  a rg(ArgL is t )  :- 
wr i te_ :~tandard_  indent ,  
exper t  a rg_do  (f~.rgList) . 
exDert_a :c : j _do  ( [ fac t ,  Fact ]  ) :- 
! , p.r/ i t f ( "FACT:  '¼~w\n", [Fact ]  ) . 
exper t_arg_do(  [Ru leNamel_ ]  ) :- 
p r in t f ( "TRY ING'P i Jw \n" ,  [RuLeName]  ) . 
Disp lay  parameters  are set so that by de fi~ult only the "~porC', ~pred'" and "argu-  
ments"  slots o f  a line are d isplayed.  Indentat ion  is set "'on". Predicate 
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exper t  next  retrieves only the so lve /1  and : /2  predicates,  and  for these 
predicates only the "ca l l " .  " 'exit" and "'fail'" events. Thus  it hides away the back-  
t rack ing in fo rmat ion .  Then it retrieves the predicate slot o f  the current  event and  
predk . . te  my_pr in t  l ine  disph~ys the event accord ing  to this predicate value. 
Lines related to so lve  are d isp layed normal ly .  Lines related to : /2  are d isp layed 
only if they are "'exit" events (i.e. once a rule or  a fact has been chosen).  I f  
my_print_ l ine fails Op ium pr imit ive f_get__np will backt rack  and retrieve a 
new event. Predicate expez - t _arg  pr ints the indentat ion  which would  have been 
pr inted by the Op ium pr imit ive pr in t  l ine .  Predicate exper t_arg  do writes 
whether  a fact has been found or  a rule is bei,lg tried and  pr ints the actual  value o f  
the fact or  rule. 
Note  that expert_next can backt rack  hence the fo l lowing goal  generates  the 
exhaust ive  abst ract  trace shown earlier. 
{opium]: expert_next.fail. 
9. Trace analysis c:<*.ensions 
Exist ing extens ions are listed in the follov¢ing. Tlae last two.  which are used to 
trace two logic p rogramming languages,  arc detai led in the next section. 
A h,oi, otutlt'.~'L~'. The object ive of  this analys is  is to suppor t  users on debugg ing  
apparent ly  non- terminat ing  Pro log execut ions by automat ing  as mtlch as possible 
the search for relevant debugg ing  in format ion .  Only  those parts  o f  trace and 
source whicla are esse,  tial to unders tand  the endless loop are presented to the 
user .  
Our  non-termim~tion analys is  Iot':.~tes one looping pat tern  in the computat ion  
to tell the user where the looping process occurs.  !1 generates  an abstructed ver- 
sion o f  source and trace which helps the user to unders tand  hou  the looping pro-  
cess starts  and  cont inues.  Last. it tries to lind a bug which explain:; wht' the 
program does not  terminate.  A descr ipt ion of  this analys is  can be found in 
Ref. [18]. 
A ht i lure ttnail"sis. The object ive o f  this analys is  is to ' iupport  user's on debugg ing  
Pro log  execut ions ending with t,w.xT, ected lktii,res, that  is execut ions whose results 
are s imply " 'no" when someth ing  else is expected.  
I f  an execut ion fails the first things to examine  are fai l ing goals (called " ' fai lures").  
However .  there can be very many failures. They  cannot  be s imply d isp layed one after  
the other.  Our  fai lure analys is  f ihers and st ructures  'he set o f  fai lures. Automated  
traversal  o f  the fai l ing search trees is provided.  A complete  descr ipt ion o f  this anal-  
ysis can be found in Ref  [12]. 
Abstr~wt rieu's o.]'executh,ss. The object ive of  abstract  views o f  Pro log execut ions 
is to give high-level points  o f  view about  some aspects o f  the execut ion.  Abst ract  
views filter out i r re levant detai ls:  they rest ructure  the remain ing in format ion :  they 
compact  it so that  the amount  of  in fo rmat ion  given at each step has .'! reasonab le  
size: and  they eventual ly  pr int the result ing in format ion .  
The abst ract  views prov ided so far include: 
• abstract  contro l  flow in format ion  to i l lustrate a goal  behavior :  
• data  abst racts  to display data  values at diltbrent levels o f  abst ract ion :  
• data  tlow abst racts  to s:'-ow the ins tant |a t |on  o f  var iables.  
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In general, all the abstract views detected by the cognitive study of  Re['. [3] are 
present (or can be very easily programmed)  in Opium. More detailed descriptions 
of  abstract views of  Prolog executions can be found in Ref. [14]. 
A dynamic  slichlg too l /o r  Prolog. This extension is currently under development. 
The objective is to adapt the slicing algor i thm developed by Weiser [41] to Prolog. It 
analyses data and control dependencies to el iminate from a given program the parts 
which cannot  be responsible for incorrect variable values [36]. Using execution traces 
gives a finer answer than simply using the source code. 
Profil ing the search component o f  a Prolog system. Opium has been used for auto- 
mated profiling. A first extension was used to compare the backtracking efficiency of  
the Sepia [30] and KCM [33] Prolog compilers. A second extension yeas used to assess 
the potential gains of  re-computat ion vscopying when implement ing OR-paral le l ism. 
For this purpose a profiled search tree of  a sequential execution containing both space 
and time informat ion is built and this tree is analyzed to provide overall cost informa- 
tion. This extension reached the l imits of  Opium,  wh;!e space reformation could be 
retrieved and analyzed satisfactorily, the time informat ion was not accurate nough. 
Both extensions required thorough analysis of  prt-filing informat ion which could only 
be offered by an extendable profi ler/debugger. 
An abstract t rat 'er /br  the LO Ittngttttge. LO (Li~lear Object) is an object oriented 
programming language based on l inear logic [!], for which an interpreter written in 
Prolog exists. The objective was to provide LO users with a tracer which would give 
informat ion fol lowing the operat ional  semantics of  LO (a~:d not of  Prolog). A few 
days were sufficient o build an operat ional  tracer which could be customized further 
by the user to give demos of  his own application. 
An abstract tracer.for the CHR hmgttage. CHR (Constraint Handl ing Rules) is a 
constraint logic programming language [20]. The objective was again to provide 
CHR users with a tracer at the proper level of  abstraction. As the tracer was devel- 
oped at the same time as the compiler, it also helped to develop the system itself. 
I0. Some detai ls of  two abstract tracers 
The two abstract racers ment ioned above have been developed for real applica- 
tions. Some details are given in the following. 
Note that the br ief  description of  the t'~,., languages relate to their state at the time 
where the Op ium extensions were written. Readers interested in the two languages 
should search for more recent literature. 
10.1. The LO ahstlxtct tracer 
LO (Linear Object) is an object oriented programming language based on l inear 
logic [!]. At the time we wrote the Opium extension, there was merely one user of  the 
LO interpreter. The operat ional  semantics of  LO was designed but the implementors 
were sti!! working on the system. On the one hand. the LO designers and developers 
had little time to invest in writing a tracer. On the other hand, the LO user was badly 
in need of  some support tool, especially as the interpreter was still changing. 
The LO interpreter was written in Prolog, it was therefore possible to use Op ium 
to provide some tracing facilities for the LO user at low costs. The LO Opium exten- 
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sion filters the execution o f  the LO interpreter and recognizes the events related ',~,~ 
the LO user program.  
10.1. I. LO  execution model  
A computat ion  in LO can be viewed as the activity o f  concurrent  communicat ing  
agents. The rules descr ib ing the evolut ion o f  an agent are cal led methods.  There are 
two k inds of  methods,  reactive methods which depend on receiving a message to be 
triggered and internal  methods.  
As for Prolog, the execution can be modeled with the help of  "'ports". Each port, 
except the last one, character izes the status 01' one agent. The argument  State, when 
displayed,  refers to the state o f  the agent. 
• try (State) The agent has per formed a transit ion and is read3' to try the internal  
methods  (first) to proceed. 
• beeome_i (State) The agent has commit ted  to an in'~ernal method and is ready to 
per form the cor responding transit ion. 
• beast (Msgs) The agent has commit ted  to a method dnterna l  or reactive) which 
conta ins  broadcast  instruct ions,  and is ready to broadcast  he requested messages. 
• become_e (Msg, State) The agent has commit ted  to a reactive method triggered by 
the message h4sg, and is ready to per form the cor responding transit ion. 
. sleep (State) The agent has tried - unsuccessful ly - all the methods  ( internal  or re- 
active) and must  wait for further messages. 
• wake (Msgs, State) The agent has been reactivated by the incoming messages 
Msgs. 
• h~okmsg (&Isgs, State) The agent has f inished to apply all the possible internal  
methods  and is ready to explore the reactive methods with its message queue 
Msgs. 
• trymsg (~14sg', State) The agent is ready to try the reactive methods  capable  o f  pro- 
cessing the message Msg which has been picked f rom its message queue. 
• deadlock All the l iving agents are asleep and only an external  input may wake 
them. 
One can notice that we are far from the tradit ional  four ports o f  Prolog. 
A LO event consists o f  a chronologica l  uumber ,  a goal invocat ion number ,  a LO 
port (among the list given above), a list o f  nlessages ( i fany)  and the state o f  the agent. 
I0.1.2. h~zplementation in Oph,n  
The implementat ion  o f the LO Op ium extension could be done without any mod-  
if ication o f  the code o f  the LO interpreter. The two basic commands  for the LO ex- 
tension retrieve the next LO event and print it. 
The command which retrieves the next LO event is basical ly as follows. 
lo_get(Chrono, Call, LOPort, Messages, State) :- 
implementat ion pzedicates(PredL ist ) ,  
f_get( . . . . . .  [cal), cut, delay, resume], PredList) ,  
bui ld_l~_event(Chzono, Call, LOPort, Messages, State). 
First the list o f  the main  Prolog predicales which implement  he LO interpreter is 
~-~trieved. Then the Op ium primit ive f _get /5  is used to retrieve only tile Prolog 
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events related to these pred,cates.  Note  tb.at some fi ltering is also done on the 
Pro log  ports ,  only ca l l ,  cu t ,  de lay ,  and  re3ume ports  are o f  interest. The  
bu i ld_ lo_event  then finishes to filter the Pro log  events and reconst i tutes the 
LO events: 
bu i ld_ lo_event (Chrono ,  Ca l l ,  LOPor t  : iessages,  S ta te )  :- 
cur r__ l ine(Chrono ,  Ca l l ,  _ ,  P ro logPor t ,  Imp lemPred) ,  
se lec t_event (Pro logPor t ,  Imp lemPred ,  LOPor t ,  
Messages ,  S ta te ) .  
se lec t_event (ca l l ,  p rove /2 ,  t ry ,  _ ,  S ta te )  :- % Agent  ac t ivat ion  
cur t  a rg(  [S ta te , _ ]  ) . 
se lec t_event (cut ,  p rove /2 ,  become__i, _, State)  :- % In terna l  t rans i t ion  
cur t  a rg(  [S ta te , _ ]  ) . 
se lec t_event  (cal l ,  p rove /4 ,  t rymsg,  Mesg ,  State)  :- % Star t  t reat ing  
cur t  a rg(  [Message ,  S ta te  I_] ) • % Message  
First the at t r ibute  values o f  the Pro log  event which are o f  interest, e i ther to send 
back  or  to compute  fur ther  in lb rmat ion ,  are retr ieved with the cur t  l ine  Op ium 
primit ive. Then  accord ing  to the imp lementat ion  predicate and the Pro log  port ,  the 
LO port  is deduced and the Messages  and State o f  the agent  are retr ieved f rom the 
arguments  o f  the Pro log  imp lementat ion  predicates.  Note  that p rove /2  and  
p~'ove /4  ace Pro log  predicates implement ing  the LO interpreter .  
Ded icated  pr imit ives d isplay the messages and state o f  an agea, .  The  state o f  an 
agent  is a mult i -set o f  resources.  The fo l lowing one shows how,  f rom lhe internal  list 
representat ion  o f  a given state, the external  representat ion  can be easily reconstruct -  
ed, The external  representat ion,  the LO programmers  are used to, is o f  the fo rm 
L i te r  a l lOL i te ra l2@. . .  @L i t  e ra ln .  
wr i te_ lo_s ta te ( [L i t ] )  :- 
!, 
wr i te (L i t ) .  
wr i te_ lo_s ta te ( [L i t  I L i tRest ] ) : -  
wr i te ( t race ,  LSt ) ,  
wr i te ( t race ,  " @ '), 
wr i te_ lo_s ta te (L i tRest ) .  
For  a given appl icat ion,  agents  are usual ly  more  specific and  the programmer  can 
customize the wr i te_ lo_s ta te /1  pr imit ive to take  the character ist ics  into ac- 
count .  This is actua l ly  what  happened in our  case, the LO programmer  decided to 
d isp lay the " ' impor tant"  l iterals first, then the less impor tant  ones, and  did not  dis- 
p lay the l iterals which were not  impor tant .  He  could also use several d isp lay pr imi-  
tives accord ing  to whom the trace was shown.  This t~ature helped him to use the LO 
Op ium extension to give demonst ra t ions  o f  his appl icat ion.  
10.1 .3 .  D iscuss ion  
The result ing extension is only a few hundreds  lines long. Even if it is not very so- 
phist icated,  it covers the basic needs for  t rac ing LO. It took  a couple o f  days  to be 
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designed and  implemented  ( including the model  descr ibed earl ier). The clear opera-  
t ional semant ics  of  LO was a major  help. 
One  can notice that  the Op ium implementat ion  depends on the actual  names  o f  
the predicates used to implement  the LO interpreter.  This led to some prob lems 
when the interpreter  was changed wi thout  updat ing  the Op ium extension.  Neverthe-  
less, the LO user could easily get some tracing (and demonst ra t ion)  suppor t  which he 
v, ould have hard ly  got w i thout  Op ium.  
10. , .  "~ The CHR e,6wract. . t racer  
Const ra in t  handl ing  rules (CHR)  are a tool for rapid prototyp ing  o f  constra int  
handlers  [20]. They are embedded in a host language,  in this case Prolog.  and  enat; le 
user-def ined constra ints  to be written.  They are essential ly a commit ted-cho ice  lan- 
guage consist ing o f  guarded rules with mult ip le heads. 
Const ra in t  rules are basical ly o f  two kinds, s impl i f icat ion and  propagat ion .  Sim- 
pl i l ication replaces const ra ints  by s impler  const ra ints  ,~vhile preserving Iogicai 
equivalence (e.g. x > Y.Y > X .~- fa i l~ .  P ropagat ion  adds  new const ra ints  
which are logically redundant  but may cz|use fur ther  s impl i f icat ion (e.g. 
X > Y .Y  > Z :-:- X > Z). 
A CHR program conta ins  both constra int  rules and plain Pro log code. The CHR 
compi ler  translk~rms the const ra int  rules into Pro log code. A compi led  CHR pro-  
g ram is, thus, a Pro log program which can be traced with Op ium.  
At the time we star ted to work  on the Op ium extension,  the operat iona l  se- 
manl ics  was still under  progress.  The Op ium extension yeas written at the same 
t ime as the compi ler  and  helped to debug the compi ler .  Once a t rac ing proto-  
type had been designed with Op ium,  a hard -coded tracer  could be easily imple- 
mented.  
1( t .2 .1  (_ ' t tR e .vecut ion  mode l  
As a l ready  ment ioned a CHR program conta ins  both const ra int  rules and phtin 
Pro log code. The model  jo ins the Pro log model  and  new ports  to cover  the hand l ing  
o f  const ra int  rules. The lb l lowing descr ipt ion is adapted  f rom Ref. [6]. 
a~hi A 
a l ready_ in  
tr l '_rtth" 
~h'htv_ruh" 
. f i re~Cruh'  
t ry_hthe l  
de la  v_ht lw l  
. f i red_ht l~el  
~aew const ra int  is added to the const ra int  store. 
A const ra int  to be added was a l ready  present.  
A rule is tried. 
The last tried ruie cannot  lire because the guard  did not succeed. 
The last tried rule tires. 
A label dec larat ion  is checked.  
The last label dec larat ion delays bee-ruse the guard  did not succeed. 
The last tried label dec larat ion  succeeds, therefore the clauses of  the 
assoc iated const ra int  v¢ill be used lbr built- in labeling. 
Each const ra int  is identitied with a unique integer identifier. Each rule is identif ied 
either with its name as given in the source,  or, if a rule has no name,  with a unique 
integer identifier. 
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A CHR event has six attr ibutes:  tile chrono log ica l  event number ,  the CHR port  
(as listed above),  the current  constr~fint(s) to be rewr iuen,  the const ra int  number(s}. 
the associated rule and the role name.  
1tt .2 .2 .  bn l~ l¢ ,mentath~n ht Op iutn  
Ti le imp lementat ion  o f  the CHR Op ium extension is sl ightly more  compl icated  
than the previous one. Indeed. a compi led  CHR program co,~tains two kinds o f  
Pro log code: firstly, tlle user Pro log code ,~vhich has not been modi f ied by the com- 
piler and which must be traced straightl\'~r,,vardly: and secondly,  the const ra in t  han-  
dl ing code which must be traced in ;m abstract  xvay. 
T rac ing  const ra int  hand l ing  could not be easily deduced f rom spy-po ints  as in the 
LO extension.  The so lut ion taken lk)r the CHR xvas to modi fy  the compi led  code to 
in t roduce  a "'llLke'" predic~te g; l ther ing the interest ing trace inl\ ' Jrmation in its argu- 
ment.  Fur thermore .  the predicates hand l ing  the const ra ints  are marked  untraceable.  
For  example,  the fo l lowing rule. cal led min  eq.  
min__eq  @ min imumiX.  X. Y~ <.,.<-- X :.: Y. 
tells that  tile n-tinimuna o f  two equal  numbers  is that nttmber.  It is basical ly compi led  
into 
"CHRmin imum'  (min imum(X l ,  X I ,  Y I ) ,  Cs t rNb)  ? - -  
coca( t ry_ ru le (Cst rNb ,  
min imum(X l ,  X l ,  Y I )  , 
m in_eq ,  
min imum(X,  X, Y} ,  
rcp!acement ,  
t rue ,  
(X, Y) ) ) ,  
t 
o 
coca( f i red_ru le (min_eq)  ) , 
-= (X I ,  Y ] ) .  
~-  untzaceab le ( 'CHRmin imum 3' )  . 
The only  a im o f  the coca / l  predicate is to gather  trace inl'ormz~tion. The execut ion 
o f  coca /1  a lways succeeds. Note  thai  tile ( x 1,  Y1 ) goal is a normal  Pro log goal 
which will be s t ra ight forward ly  traced. 
The basic two pr imit ives o f  the CHR extension first move to the next exent {either 
plain Pro log or const ra in t  handl ing)  and secondly retrieve the v.'due o f  the event at- 
tr ibutes. The commalnd which moves to the next event is basical ly as fi~tlo-,vs. 
ci~r get  :- 
f _get  ( . . . . . . . . .  ) , 
a l lowed .event .  
a l lowed_event  :- 
cur r_pred<_Modu le :P red) ,  
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(Pzed=coca/ l  
->  
cur t_por t (ca l l )  
; t rue  
). 
it moves to the very next event ( remember  that  many predicates arc not  even traced),  
then checks whether  the e' ,ent is a l lowed. An  event is a l lowed if e i ther it cor responds  
to the invocat ion  o f  coca /1 ,  or  it traces another  predicate  (in which case it is nec- 
essari ly a Pro log  predicate o f  the user's source code). 
P ro log  events are then retr ieved in a s tandard  way whereas CHR events are re- 
tr ieved using the fo l lowing pr imit ive: 
chr  cur r_event (Chrono ,  ChrPor t ,  Cst ,  Cs tNb,  Ru le ,  Ru leName) : -  
cur r_pred(coca / l )  , 
cur r_chrono(Chrono) ,  
cur t  a rg ( [Event ] )  , 
bui ld__chr_event(Event,  ChrPort ,  Cst, CstNb, Rule, 
RuleN~le) .  
bu i id_chr_event  (p lo log_ca l l (Cs tNb,  Cst )  , chr_ca l l ,  Cst ,  Cs tNb,  
t rue , " " )  . 
bu i ld_chr_event  (add_one_const ra in t  (Cs tNb,  Cst )  , add,  Cs t ,  
Cs tNb,  t rue , " " ) .  
bu i ld_chr_event , t ry_c lause(CstNb,  Cs t ,  Head,  Guard)  , 
t ry_ca l l ,  Cst, CstNb,  (cal l  ab le  Head if Guard) ,  .... ). 
bu i ld_chz_event ( t ry_ ru le (CstNb,  Cst ,  Ru leName,  Head,  K ind ,  
Guard ,  Body)  , t ry  ru le ,  Cst ,  Cs tNb,  Ru le ,  
Ru leName)  :- 
( K ind  = augmentat  ion  
-> 
Ru le= (Head- -=>Kind  I Guard)  
; K ind=rep lacement  
->  
Ru le= (Head-<==> K ind  I Guard)  
) 
%.. .  
The  chr_cur r_event  predicate first checks that  the traced predicate is indeed 
coca /1  then it retr ieves the chrono log ica l  number  and the argument  o f  
coca /1 ,  which al lows the contents  o f  the CHR e-~nt  to be reconstructed.  
10.2.3.  D iscuss ion  
The CHR Op ium extensiolt  is several hundreds  lines long. It has been developed 
at the same t ime as the compi ler ,  and helped to refinc the operat iona l  semant ics  o f  
the language.  
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The internal CHR predicates can be easily set traceable, the compi ler implementor  
could trace at the same time both the low-level details and the abstract CHR level. 
This helped to develop the compiler. 
The specification of  the coca /1  predicate was a first step towards a hard-coded 
tracer. Because the Op ium machinery  was already present the compi ler  designer 
could easily play with the trace, hence designing smoothly the CHR tracer. 
1 i .  Discussion and related work 
11.1. lt![blvnation modeling 
Early p rogrammable  debuggers tried to model the debugging process. Debugging 
is, however, a sophisticated creative process which is far from being understood. As a 
result the number  of  primitives of  these systems was very large. For  example, the de- 
scriptions of  the Dispel language designed by Johnson [25] or the language of  La- 
zzerini and Lopriore [26] take approximat ively 10 pages each. Moreover, this 
approach cannot lead to a satisfactory debugger as there is no criteria to determine 
if the set of  primitives covers all the needs of  a user. 
Op ium essentially models the e.vecution d~tta. Extensions, of  course, prov'de some 
debugging processing but the cur  z ent  and get  primitives plus :,, full p rogramming 
language make sure that users can query on whatever aspect of  the exec,.:tion they 
need to. 
Some recent p rogrammable  debuggers also model  executiou data. Duel, by Go lan  
and Hanson [22], Acid by Winterbot tom [42] and the object-oriented debugger o f  
Lencevicius [28], emphasize program states. Opium, as Forma~a by Fr itzson et al. 
[19] and Dalek by Olsson et al. [34], is based on events which also model  the control  
and data-f low of  executions. 
All the debuggers which model the execution data share a simplicity of  design and 
implementat ion.  
11.2. fro'rent state analysis 
We have emphasized the importance of  the cur t  ent  primit ive which enables to 
retrieve parts of  the current state. This is reinforced by Duel [22] whose main func- 
t ionality is to enable users to investigate states of  executions. They hav~ designed and 
implemented an ad hoe interpreter, inspired by the Icon language [23], with "'gener- 
ators" for expressions generating 0 or more solutions. In Op ium we use Prolog which 
is satisfactory as such. We aid not need to customize it. 
In Oeet, by Hanson and Korn [24], data structures can be displayed graphical ly 
using Tci/Tk. Op ium uses the full Prolog envi ronment o f  Eclipse which provides, 
among other features, an interface to Tcl/Tk. Users can therefore choose to graph- 
ically display their data. 
11.3. Trace queryblg 
Most debuggers rely on "'static" breakpoints.  The user decides to spy a partic- 
ular place in the source. A breakpoint  is planted in the symbol  table and whenever 
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the execution relates to this place it stops and gives the hand to the prograu~mer. 
When the user wants to see another place he first has to remove the static: break- 
point and to plant another one. These breakpoints can have conditions attached to 
them. 
In Opium we also have static breakpoints attached to predicate definitions. How- 
ever, the main mechanism is fully dynamic. The prefiltering primitives, f_get and 
b_get  can analyze a//events.  This gives a much finer grained analysis and we have 
shown that it is efficient enough. 
Furthermore, a simple "'if condit ion then z~ction'" scheme is not powerful enough. 
We have given examples of queries in Section 2 which combine condition and action 
predicates in very sophisticated way. A language based on predicate logic is manda- 
tory in order to state precise and concise trace queries on the fly. 
' ) 11.4. Sy, tc;,ron~ tts tracing and storage 
Opium does not need to wait for an execution to finish in order to analyze it, as 
opposed to the systems which need an actual trace database: the Omega environment 
[35], the Yoda debugger [27], the IL system [10] and the Traceview system of Malony 
et al. [29]. Traceview can handle traces of  several anguages. This cannot be easily 
provided by Opium because of optimizations which require the implementat ion T 
part of  the analysis module in the traced session. We believe, however, that to be able 
rJ 
to efficiently trace synchronously is an important featurb, of  a debugger. In the four 
systems previously cited all events are first stored in some sort of database whereas in 
Opium users can control the tracing process while the execution is processed. Sec- 
ondly, the whc, h, information related to an event has to be computed, whereas in Opi- 
um the costly parts are computed only if needed. 
On the other hand, the synchronous programmable systems do not enable to store 
anything. Thus sophisticated analyses which require to go back and forth in an ex- 
ecution cannot be implemented. In Opium, parts of the trace can be stored, enhanc- 
ing the debugging capacity while keeping performances reasonable. 
Opium is therefore the only debugging system where ellicient synchronous trace 
querying coexists with a trace database management.  
I 1.5. Deb,tgghtg htnguage 
Some programmable debuggers are based on a full programming language. For 
example, UPS designed by Bovey et ai. [4], Cola designed by Dencker [l l], Dalek 
[34] and Acid [42] offer C-like interpreters. However, a procedural anguage like 
C does not seem appropriate here. Only a few primitives need to be efficient. What 
is important is the prototyping power of  the debugging language so that users can 
easily enter trace queries on the fly to adjust their diagnosis process. Prolog, with its 
expressive power, is better suited to this than procedural languages. Failure driven 
loops and unification help to express queries which otherwise would require very 
complicated control structures. The IL system of Cohen and Carpenter [10] pro- 
vides regular expressions to specify debugging commands,  which is more satisfacto- 
ry than procedural languaget; but does not offer the power of  a full programming 
language. 
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Opium is the only programmable  debugger  which offers meta -debugg ing .  Stable  
extensions o f  Op ium have been used to debug debugg ing  programs under  develop-  
ment.  Da lek  [34] seems a powerfu l  system, for  example  it offers interest ing extract ion 
contro l ,  but it only offers l imited meta- t rac ing  hooks .  We cannot  agree v~'ith its au-  
thors  who argue that debugg ing  the debugg ing  programs does not  require sophist i -  
cated tools. Our  exper ience wr i t ing over  5000 lines o f  debugg ing  programs shows 
exact ly the opposi te .  
11.7. Debt~ging tre~wtts 21donitorhag 
Opium is very well suited for  debugg ing  where programmers  need to unders tand  
what  is happen ing  to their p rogram.  They.  in general ,  specify one hypothes is  about  
the execut ion at a time, and  they fol low it unti l  they know enough about  it. The  re- 
peat- fai l  mechan ism o f  Pro log  is perfect ly adapted  to this search. The g_ .get  pr im-  
itive backt racks  tmtil e i ther the hypothes is  under  cons iderat ion  is conf i rmed or  the 
execut ion is finished. 
Mon i to r ing  is a sl ightly different topic. Programr':,,,ers specify a prior i  a set o f  p rop-  
erties that  the program must  a lways  verify, these propert ies  are often cal led asser- 
tions. The veri f icat ion must  be done  concur rent ly  as intertwined events can be 
involved in different assert ions.  The search must  therefore be more  sophist icated 
than a repeat- fa i l  execut ion.  
Two systems enable  to state assert ions on execut ions,  the path  rules o f  K raut  de- 
s igned by Bruegge and  H ibbard  [7] and  FORMAN [19]. K raut  can bui ld an autom-  
a ton  to test a large set o f  cond i t ions  in a reasonab ly  efficient way.  This has not  been 
clone in Op ium.  
On the other  hand,  the prev ious two systems do not have the flexibility o f  Op ium.  
They  are more  heavy than Op ium for debugging,  while Op ium is more  tr icky to use 
for moni tor ing .  
1 1.8. Declarative debugging 
Opium is often opposed to dec larat ive debugg ing  because the lull trace gives an 
operat iona l  view o f  an execut ion.  Na ish  has def ined a f ramev¢ork where,  accord ing  
to the bug symptom,  a tree st ructure  and  er roneous  nodes are defined, the dec larat ive 
debugger  is thus a dedicated tree t raversal  [32]. Such a scheme emphas izes  that  the 
proo f  tree is not  v lways the appropr ia te  data  s t ructure  for the debugger  to reason 
upon.  Fur thermore ,  the scheme can be implemented on top o f  Op ium.  Indeed,  the 
tree st ructures  can be recol lected f rom the low-level trace and dedicated tree t raversal  
pr imit ives can be implemented,  as exper imented by Lee Naish  [32]. There fore  Op ium 
can be an implementat ion  and prototyp ing  suppor t  for dec larat ive debugging.  
12. Conclusion 
In the fi:st part  o f  this article we have presented a trace query  model  in which four  
pr imit ives prov ide execut ion traces as programming data;  thz latter can then be pro-  
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cessed by Prolog programs. With some optimizations, which we described, this model 
can work on very large executions. The unique functionalities offered by our model are: 
e a concise and efficient trace qzery language, 
e synchronous trace querying and trace datal-,ase cocxisteiace, and 
• meta-debugging capabilities. 
The trace query language shows that Prolog is a powerful basis for "~on the fly'" trace 
querying. 
In the second part of this article, we have shown applications of Opium. The ses- 
sion example shows that the bare breakpoint facility found in usual debuggers is in- 
sufficient. With trace queries the user can see exactly what is needed at a given time. 
The examples of abstract racing have shown that with little effort a programmer of a 
Prolog application can build helpful abstract racing c~:pabilities without cluttering 
the application itself. These capabilities can aim rrt debugging but also at explanations 
and demonstration. One could also think of providing testing scenarios using Opium. 
We are currently porting Opium to three logic programming environments: Pop- 
py, a Prolog tracer implemented by program transformation [17], Mercury [38], and 
the deductive database system Validity, the successor of EKS [2]. A number of tech- 
nical issues would deserve more investigation. In particular, the implementation of 
the trace database could be more efficient. More optimizations might be possible 
for trace querying, in particular, the tracer ~aechanisms should be tailored according 
to the user queries. For monitoring, as discussed in Section 11, a language with con- 
currency built-in would be more powerful than plain Prolog. If the trace information 
could contain real time stamps, Opium could be used for profiling purposes. 
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Appendix A. The Opium primitives 
This appendix specifies in some detail the primitives of Opium and the interfaces 
between the different modules c;f the system which have been introduced in Sec- 
tion 6. Let us recall them briefly. 
The Opium session executes the Prolog trace queries, typed in by the user, until a 
primitive is encountered which needs to call the query handler. It resumes its execu- 
tion when the answer comes back. 
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The query  handler  is the central module of  Opium, it synchronizes all the modules. 
Furthermore, it implements the pre-filtering retrieval primitives, fget  and b get .  
It stores event structures in the internal database when needed. It decides when to 
resume the traced execution or when to search in the database. It executes a Prolog 
goal in the context of the traced execution, using the traced program. 
The tracer stops the traced execut;on whenever an event is reached. Furthermore, 
the tracer knows where to fetch the information in the traced context o recollect he 
values of the event attributes. Hence the cur  r <at t  r ±but  e) primitives are imple- 
mented inside the tracer. 
In the following we will list the Prolog primitives at user disposal. All the Opium 
extensions have been written on top of them. We then detail the interfaces between 
the query handler and all the other modules. In particular, we described the function- 
alities required from a tracer to implement Opium on top of it. 
A. 1. The  Pro log  prhn i t i ces  at user di~'posai 
This section is the basis of the user manual regarding the kernel of Opium. Users 
can load any Prolog program and enter any Prolog goal at the top-level of  the trac- 
ing prolog session. The library of Prolog primitive predicates which is the basis of all 
Opium extensions is as follows. 
All primitives have been introduced previously, except hose related to ,.',py points. 
Traditionally, a spy point is a "'static'" breakpoint set on a predicate. Several predi- 
cates can be spied at the same time. The spy points are active until they are explicitly 
removed A primitive, leap ,  enables users to stop the execution at events rehz ~:d to 
spied predicates. Tile leap  primitive can be used with the same trace query model as 
the gee primitives, as illustrated in the example session in Section 7. Spy points and 
leap  are present in usual Prolog tracers. 
The following primitives do not display anything, as explained in Section 2 any 
display can be written with cur t_ l ine /7  and Prolog. Therefore the primitives 
are suffixed by _np  as introduced in Section 7. There exists a default primitive to 
display events called pz in t /0 .  Any command which displays the retrieved event 
is implemented automatical ly b) Opium as follows (see the Opium user's manual 
for details [I 5]): 
<command>:- <c ommand)_np ,  p z imt. 
A. 1. I. To mote  in the trace h is tor r  (whether  s tored  or not )  
f_get_np(Chrono, Call, Depth, Port, Pred, Arg, Ciatrse) moves forwards through 
the execution, or the trace database, until either the first event which matches the 
specified attribute values or the end of the trace history is encountered. 
b_get_np(Chrono, Call, Depth, Port, Fred, Arg, Clause.) moves backwards through 
the database until either the first event which matches the specified attribute values 
or the beginning of the trace history is encountered. 
For f get  np /7  and b get_ r ip /7  if the argument corresponding to an attrib- 
ute is: 
• a variable, pre-filt~ring does not take this attribute into account. 
• a ~ aiue, pre-filtering checks the attribute value of the current event against the 
required value, For  control flew attributes and the clause attribute users can 
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specify an exact value, a list o f  possible values, an interval ,  or  a negated value. 
For  the argument  at t r ibute,  users must specify a value, possib ly part ia l ly  instan-  
t iated. 
f_ leap np moves forwards  through the execut ion,  or  the database,  unti l  the first 
event related to a spy po int  or  the end of  the trace h istory is encountered .  The usual 
leap command i~ defined as leap :- f_ leap. 
b_leap_np moves  backwards  through the database  until the first event related to a 
spy po int  or  the beg inn ing  o f  the trace h istory is encountered .  
The  f _get_np/7 ,  b_get_np/7 ,  f_leap_np/C and b_ leap_np/O pr imit ives 
can backt~ack and they fail when they reach the boundar ies  of  the trace h istory (be- 
g inn ing  or end o f  trace). Thus .  the repeat :  (Mark)  pr imit ive,  in t roduced in Sec- 
t ion 2. is hard -coded inside them. 
spy(Predicate)  sets a spy point  to a predicate.  Predicate must  be a def ined predi-  
cate. 
nospy(Predicate)  removes a spy po int  f rom a predicate.  Predicate must be a de- 
fined predicate.  
is_spied(Predicate)  tells whether  the predicate is a spy point.  Predicate can ei ther  a 
def ined predicate or  a var iable.  
d. 1.2. To retrh're the at t r ihute cahw., o.f the current et'ent 
curr_ l ine(Chrono,  Cal l ,  Depth, Port ,  Pred. Arg. Clause) retr ieves and checks the 
value o f  the at t r ibutes  o f  the current  event. I f  the argument  cor respond ing  to an at- 
t r ibute is: 
- - ,  uoth ing  is done  for this att r ibute.  
• a var iable,  the current  value o f  the at t r ibute  is retr ieved and  unit ied with the vari- 
able. 
o a value, the current  value o f  the at t r ibute  is retr ieved and checked against  the val- 
ue. If tn, i f icat ion fails, cur  r_3_ ±ne fails. Note  that  this has no side-effect on the 
argument  v~lues o f  the traced goals. 
in the actual  Op ium env i ronment ,  besides cur  r _ l _ ine  there also exists seven pr im- 
itives, one for each a t t r ibute(cur r_chrono/1 ,  cur r  ca l l /1 ,  etc). 
,4.1.3. To contro l  the t raced execut ion  
abort  trece abor ts  the traced execut ion and,  as a consequence,  abor ts  the t rac ing 
session, too. 
no_trace stops tracing. The traced execut ion is resumed,  w i thout  extract ing any 
fur ther  trace in fo rmat ion .  
A. 1.4. To contro l  the amount  o.I' duta s tored in the trace ~kttabase 
set_recording(F lag)  sets the record±r ig  parameter  on  or o f f .  Record ing  can be 
set on in the middle  o f  a~ execut ion.  
set_recorded_attr ibutes(Chrono, Call, Depth, Port .  Pred, Arg, Clause) sets the r e -  
corded_at t r ibutes /7  parameter ,  i f  ~tn argument  is on,  the cor respond ing  at- 
t r ibute is to be stored by default .  
record_l ine stores the current  event at t r ibutes ~ccording to the recorded_at -  
e r ibut  es /7  parameter .  
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record_at t r ibute(A l t r ibuteName)  records the current  value o f  an at t r ibute  if it is 
not a l ready in the stored structure.  I f  the st ructure is not present creates it first. 
reset_recording empties ~hc trace database .  
A. 1.5. To ex¢c'tue goals i ,  the to , text  o.[" the traced e.x'ectuhm 
remote_call once(Goal, Solution) (resp. remote_call_all(Goal, SolutionList)) re- 
turns the first (resp. all) solut ion(s)  o f  Goa l ,  which is executed using the traced pro-  
g ram context.  
A.2. btterhtce hetwee,  the Op i ,m process ahd the q ,e r r  handler 
The query  hand ler  and the Op ium session are in two different prot:csses. They  
have to be synchron ized before exchang ing  messages.  Indeed.  both processes conta in  
a Pro log session which can be used st :z .d-a lone if noth in~ is t raced.  
Some primit ives require that  an execut ion is current ly  being traced,  they have to 
be .wnchronous with an e~ecution. Some of  the primit ives, however ,  can be executed 
even if there is no traced execut ion running.  These pr imit ives are called asrnchro- 
llOllS, 
In order  to implement  the user pr imit ives,  the Op ium process s imply checks that  
they are used consistent ly and  calls the query  handler .  There  is therefore a lmost  a 
one to one match ing  between the user pr imit ives and the pr imit ives sent to the query  
handler .  In order  to dif ferentiate the latter f rom the fo rmer  we call them kernel  pr im- 
itives and we prefix them by k . 
In the fo l lowing we first detai l  the coprocess ing mechan ism.  We then list the syn- 
chronous  pr imit ives and the asy~achronous ones. In the tbl lowing we will only detai l  
the kernel pr imit ives when their a rguments  are different f rom those o f  the corre-  
spond ing  user primitives. 
A. 2. I. The coproc'essi.g prh, i t i t 'cs 
signal_to opium I f  a t raced execut ion is started the query  hand ler  sends a signal to 
Op ium to start  a synchronous  ession. 
s ignal_to prolog I f  Op ium needs to execute an asynchronous  query  and no syn- 
chronou~ session is active, it sends a signal to the query  hand ler  to start  an asynchro -  
nous  query  execut ion.  
wr i te_to_opium(Atom) sends a Pro log a tom f rom the traced Pro log session to the 
Op ium session. 
write_to pro log(Atom) sends a Pro log a tom I¥om the Op ium session to the traced 
Pro log  session. 
read_f rom_opium(Atom)  receives a Pro log a tom t¥om the Op;.um session.> 
read_ f rom_pro log(Atom)  receives a Pro log a tom f rom the traced Pro log 
session. 
When an asynchronous  query  has been executed by the query  hand ler  it returns 
the result and  the asynchronous  ession is closed. 
When a synchronous  session has been started,  it is " 'on"  until Op ium sends an 
abor t  t race  or  no . t race  query.  Thus  even if  a traced execut ion is finished. 
users c~m still quer?, the last event and  the trace database  if it is present. 
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Note  that  because the a toms are written and read by s tandard  Pro log built- ins the 
two Pro log sessions must  use the same Pro log syntax.  
,4.2.2. The synchronous kernel primitives 
The synchronous  kernel primitives that are similar to the cor respond ing  user 
primit ives are: k f leap, k b leap, kabor t_ t race ,  k_ record l ine ,  k_record_attr ib-  
ute(Attr ibuteName),  k_reset_recording. 
The fol lowing ones either have different parameters  or implement  only part ia l ly 
the user primitive. 
k_f__get(ChrStat, ChrVal, Cal lStat ,  Cal IVal ,  DepthStat, DepthVal, PortStat, Port- 
Val, PredStat, PredVai, ArgStat, ArgVal, ClauseStat, ClauseVal) moves forwards  
through the execution,  or  the database,  until the first event which matches  tile spec- 
ified att r ibute values. 
k b get(ChrStat, ChrVai, Cal lStat ,  Cal lVal ,  DepthStat, DepthVal, PortStat, Port- 
Val, PredStat ,  PredVai ,  ArgStat ,  ArgVai ,  C lauseStat ,  C lauseVal)  moves backwards  
through the database  until the first event which matches  the specified attr ibute val- 
ues. 
For  each att r ibute o f  f _get  and b_get  there is a status and a value. The status is 
one o f  
•nop:  do not  take this at t r ibute into account  for pre-fi ltering, 
• exact :  the value is an exact a tom,  
• neg:  the value is the negat ion of  an atom,  
• l i s t "  the wdue is a list o f  possible atoms,  
• in terva l :  the value is an interval o f  integers. 
Sort ing the different kinds of  values is done at Pro log level, it eases the implemen- 
tat ion of  the C funct ions in the query handler.  
For  k f get ,  k_bget ,  k f l eap ,  and k b leap ,  if one event is found re- 
turns SUCCESS otherwise FAILURE.  
k_curr_line(ChrStat, ChrVal, Cal lStat ,  Cal lVal ,  DepthStat ,  Dep~hVal, .Porlgtat,  
PortVal, PredStat, PredVal, ArgStat, ArgVal, ClauseStat, ClauseVal)  retrieves the 
value o f  the att r ibutes o f  the current  event accord ing to its status. I f  the status cor- 
responding to an at t r ibute is: 
o r, op:  noth ing is done for this attr ibute.  
• do:  the current  value ) f  the att r ibute is retrieved and unified with the variable. 
The verif ication o f  values with unif ication is, at present,  done in the Op ium ses- 
sion. 
k_abort  trace aborts  the traced execution. The end o f  the current  Op ium execu- 
tion is done by the Op ium process itself. 
k_not race  stops tracing. The traced execut ion is resumed, wi thout  extract ing any 
further  trace in format ion .  The end o f  the current  Op ium execut ion is done by the 
Op ium process itself. 
A.2.3. The a.2lvwhronous kernel primitires 
Tiae asynchronous  primitives are k_spy(Predicate), k_nospy(Predicate), 
k_is_spied(Predicate), k_remote_callonce(Goal), kremotecal l  all(Goal), k_set_re- 
cording(Flag), k_set_recorded_attributes(Chrono, Call, Depth, Port, Pred, Arg, 
Clause). 
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A.3 .  ln ter Jbce  between the  query  hami le r  and  the  t racer  
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The query handler  is a subrout ine of  the tracer. The tracer ca l l s  the query handler 
when an execution is started, and whenever an execution event is reached. A param- 
eter is used to inform the query handler  of  the status of  the execution: 
e new a traced execution is started. 
• normal  the traced execution is processing normal ly.  
• f in i shed  the traced execution is finished. 
• abor ted  the traced execution has been ~borted since the previous call to the 
query handler. Note that the traced execution cannot abort without notify- 
ing the query handler  so that the latter can close the Op ium session prop- 
erly. 
When the query handler  wants to resume the traced exec,~tion, it s imply returns to 
the tracer with a status parameter  telling what the tracer should do next: 
o next  stop at next reached event. 
• leap  stop at next sp) point. 
e abor t  abort traced execution and do not call the query handler  until next top-level 
traced execution. 
o not race  stop tracing but finish the (no longer) traced execution. Do not call the 
query handler  until next top-level traced execution. 
The query handler  calls a number  of  primitives, implemented in the tracer, which 
return the current values of  the attributes: LcurLea l l ,  Lcurr_port,  Lcurr_depth, 
LcurLpred ,  LeurLarg ,  t_eurLelause. At present, the value of  chrono  is managed 
by the query handler  module. 
The spy point primitives are also implemented in the tracer and called by the que- 
ry handler: Lspy(Predieate),  t_nospy(Predieate), Lis_spied(Predicate).  
A.4 ,  Inter j~tce between the  que l l "  hand ier  and  the  t race  database  
In the current implementat ion,  the structures are stored as a double l inked list in 
main memory.  
The events are stored in two parts: the control part and the rest. "Ihe control part 
is small and of  fixed size. The data part and the source connection part can be large 
and are of  unknown size. The event structure contains the actual values of  the con- 
trol attr ibutes and pointers to the arguments and clause values which are stored by 
the compi ler  in the heap which is not reclaimed on backtracking. 
The query handler  therefore implements a store event primitive, which will take 
into account the recorded  attributes. It also implements primitive:, to retrieve 
the attr ibute values from the database: d_eurr_chrono, d_curr_call, d curr_imrt, 
d_curr_depth, d_curr_pred, d_eurLarg,  d_eurr__clause. 
Appendix B. The buggy N-queens program 
This is the simple "'gcnerate-and-tesC" version of  the N-queens taken from Ref. 
[40] (p. 253, program 14.2L in which a bug has been added to the a t t :ack /3  pred- 
icate. "~The N-queens problem requires the placement of  N pieces on a N-by-N-rect- 
angular  board so that no two pieces are on the same line: horizontal,  vertical or 
d iagonal" .  
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GOAL : 
CORRECT : 
BUGGY:  
BUG:  
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queens(4 ,Qs)  . 
[3 ,1 ,4 ,2 ]  ? ; 
[2 ,4 ,1 ,3 ]  ? ; 
no  (more)  so lu t ions  
no  (more)  so lu t ions  
N- I  shou ld  be  N + 1 in  the  las t  c lause  o f  a t tack /3  
nqueens(N ,  Qs) : -  
range( l ,  N ,  Ns )  , 
permutat ion(Ns ,  Qs)  , 
sa fe (Qs) .  
/ *  
* range(M,  N ,  Ns )  
* Ns  i s  the  l i s t  o f  in tegers  between M and  N inc lus ive  
*/ 
range(M,  N ,  [M INs] )  : -  
M<N,  
M1 i s  M + 1,  
range(Ml ,  N ,  Ns ) .  
range(N,  N ,  IN ]  ) . 
permutat ion(Xs ,  [Z ~ Zs]  ) : -  
se lec t (Z ,  Xs ,  Ys ) ,  
permutat ion(Ys ,  Zs ) .  
permutat ion(  [ ] , [ ] ) . 
/ *  
* se lec t (X ,  HasXs ,  One lessXs)  <-  
* The  l i s t  OneLessXs  i s  the  resu l t  o f  remov ing  
* one  occur rence  o f  X f rom the  l i s t  HasXs .  
* / 
se lec t (X ,  [X IXs ] ,  Xs )  . 
se lec t (X ,  [Y IYs ]  , [Y I  Zs ]  ) : -  
se lec t (X ,  Ys ,  Zs ) .  
/ *  
* sa fe / l  
* / 
sa fe (  [Q IQs]  ) : -  
sa fe  (Qs)  , 
not  attack(Q,  Qs)  . 
sa fe  ( [ ] ) . 
a t tack(X ,  xs )  : -  
a t tack(X ,  i ,  Xs )  
a t tack(X ,  N ,  [Y I _Ys ] )  :-- 
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XisY+N.  
a t tack(X•  N, [Y I _Ys ] )  :- 
X i sY -N .  
a t tack(X ,  N, [ _Y IYs ] )  :- 
N1  is N - 1, 
a t tack(X ,  N! ,  Ys) . 
~Y,,fix: N1  i sN  + 1 
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Appendix C. Thepuzzie program 
This program i s f romthe  book of Sterling and Shap i ro (~,pp .  259-260). 
/ *  Genera lpuzz le  so lver  * /  
so lve_puzz le (puzz le (C lues ,Quer ies ,So lu t ion) ,  So lu t ion)  :- 
so lve(C lues) ,  
so lve(Quer ies ) .  
so lve( [C lue lC lues] )  :- 
C lue ,  
so lve(C lues) .  
so lve( [ ] ) .  
/e  Descr ip t ion  of puzz le  data  
*/ 
tes t_puzz le (Name,  So lu t ion)  :- 
s t ruc ture(Name,  S t ructure) ,  
c lues (Name,  S t ructure•  C lues)•  
quer ies (Name,  S t ructure ,  Quer ies•  So lu t ion) ,  
so lve_puzz le (puzz le (C lues ,  Quer ies•  So lu t ion)•  
So lu t ion) .  
s t ruc ture( tes t ,  [ f r iend(N l ,  CI ,  S l ) ,  f r iend(N2,  C2,  $2) ,  
f r iend(N3,  C3, S3) ] ) .  
c lues ( tes t•  F r iends•  [ (d id_bet ter (M iC l ,  M2CI ,  
F r iends)•  
f i r s t  name(MiC l ,  michae l ) ,  
spor t (M iC l ,  basketba l l )•  
nat iona l i ty (M2Cl ,  amer ican) ) ,  
( d id_bet  t e 
F r iends  ) , 
f i r s t name 
nat  iona l i t  
spor t  (M2C2 
( f i r s t (F r i  
spor t  (MC3, 
r (M IC2 ,  M2C2,  
(MIC2,  s imon)  • 
y (MiC2 ,  i s rae l i )  , 
• tenn is )  ) , 
ends ,  MC3)  , 
c r i cket )  ) ]) . 
'¼~ C lue  1 
'Z~ C lue  2 
'Z~ C lue  3 
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quer~es( tes t ,  F r iends ,  [member (Q l ,  F r iends)  , 
f i r s t _name (Q I ,  Name)  , 
nnt iona l i ty (Q l ,  aust ra l ian)  , 
member  (Q2,  F r iends)  , 
f i r s t _name (Q2 , r i chard)  , '¼~ Query  1 
spor t (Q2,  spor t )  ] , 'Z~ Query  2 
[ [ ' TheAust ra l ian  is  ', Name]  , [ 'R ichardp lays  ", 
Spor t  ] ] ) . 
d id  bet ter (A ,  B, [A ,B ,C]  ). f i r s t _name( f r iend(A ,B ,C) ,  A ) .  
d id_bet ter  (A ,C ,  [A ,B ,C]  ) . nat iona l i ty ( f r iend(A ,B ,C)  , B) . 
d id_bet ter  (B ,C ,  [A ,B ,C]  ) . spor t ( f r iend(A ,B ,C)  , C) . 
f i r s t  ( [X IXs ]  , X) . 
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